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V tuto chvíli je to unavený bod povídání, ale: v bílých zemích vláda/média

všem říkala, aby měli méně dětí kvůli globálnímu ochlazení nebo ozónové díře

nebo čemukoli jinému (to bylo před globálním oteplováním), a když to lidé

udělali že vyšli ven a řekli „no, vy nemáte dost dětí, takže vás budeme muset

zaplavit chudákma hnědými lidmi.“

V Japonsku nemají Židy a upřímně řečeno nemají ani feminismus. Mají ženy,

které pracují, ale jsou zdvořilé a muži mají stále všechno na starosti.
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Ve skutečnosti se zdá, že Japonsko upadlo do jakési národní deprese v

důsledku rozvoje technologické společnosti, zejména urbanizace (pornografie

a infantilizace mužů měla také velký vliv na sexualitu mužů).

Reuters :

Japonský premiér Fumio Kishida se v pondělí zavázal, že urychleně podnikne kroky k řešení
klesající porodnosti v zemi, přičemž uvedl, že pro jednu z nejstarších společností světa je to „teď
nebo nikdy“ .
Japonsko se v posledních letech snaží povzbudit své lidi, aby měli více dětí, sliby peněžních bonusů a
lepších výhod, ale podle průzkumů zůstává jedním z nejdražších míst na světě pro výchovu dítěte.
Porodnost loni podle oficiálních odhadů klesla na nové rekordní minimum a poprvé klesla pod 800 000 –
zlomový okamžik, který nastal o osm let dříve, než vláda očekávala.
To s největší pravděpodobností urychlilo další pokles populace v zemi, kde je střední věk 49 let, což je
nejvíce na světě za jediným malým městským státem Monako.
" Náš národ je na pokraji toho, zda si dokáže udržet své společenské funkce ," řekl Kishida v
politickém projevu na zahájení letošního parlamentního zasedání.
" Je to teď nebo nikdy, pokud jde o politiku týkající se porodů a výchovy dětí - je to problém, který
prostě nemůže déle čekat ," dodal.

Tohle nefunguje. Nemůžete změnit společnost na základní úrovni unaveným

varováním o nejasných budoucích důsledcích.

Poctiví sociální vědci by pravděpodobně mohli přijít a přijít na mechanismy

vytvářející tuto noční můru a stát by pak pravděpodobně mohl provést změny,

aby to napravil, ale trvalo by to generace a problém je, že generace nemají.

Realisticky by však z hlediska základní logistiky mělo být pro Japonsko možné

jednoduše zmenšit. Není to tak, že by tam bylo nula dětí. Ve skutečnosti je

generace dětí, kterou nyní mají, jakkoli malá, stále větší než kterákoli generace

před 100 lety.

Problém je vždy prezentován jako „někdo musí platit za staré lidi“, ale to je

přehnaný problém. Dá se to zjistit. Skutečným problémem je, že moderní

ekonomika není navržena tak, aby se kdy zmenšila, a pokus o její zmenšení by

způsobil katastrofální selhání.

Pokud jde o mechaniku toho, jak hojnost v kombinaci s tlačením ovlivňuje

psychiku, stojí za to se znovu podívat na Myší utopický experiment Johna

Calhouna. Když myši dostaly neomezené množství potravy v omezeném

prostoru, staly se neurotickými a vyvinuly se u nich bizarní sexuální praktiky,

nakonec se staly línými a depresivními a odmítaly se množit.

https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/its-now-or-never-stop-japans-shrinking-population-pm-says-2023-01-23/
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/NgGLFozNM2o

Toto je známé jako „Behavioral Sink“.

Zdá se, že je to přirozená a základní věc, která se děje s lidmi v městském

prostředí. Přestože kniha byla brožovaná dršťková, v knize „High-Rise“ od JG

Ballarda bylo několik zajímavých postřehů o tomto fenoménu. Kniha, kterou

jsem nedávno četl s velkou smůlou, přesně vykreslila odcizení a sexuální

dysfunkci, která jde ruku v ruce s luxusní přelidněností, ale pak ukázala, že se

zvrhla v primitivní násilí. Problém je, že se to neděje. Pokud by dehumanizace

měst vyústila v návrat k primitivnímu násilí, věc by se vyřešila sama. Vede k

sklíčenosti, sebenenávisti a osobnímu odevzdání.

Není jasné, proč se to neděje všude, nebo alespoň ne ve stejné míře. New York

je bohatý a přelidněný po více než století a obyvatelstvo se teprve nedávno

odevzdalo osudu. Nejjednodušším vysvětlením je, že určité společnosti jsou

schopny překonat tyto negativní účinky hojnosti v kombinaci s omezeným

prostorem s pozitivní kulturní hybností.

Bílá levá na záchranu

Bílá levice samozřejmě volá po tom, aby bylo Japonsko zaplaveno lidoopy z

jihu, což je jejich výsadou.

Článek BBC před několika dny s názvem „Japonsko bylo budoucností, ale

uvízlo v minulosti“ říká:

https://youtu.be/NgGLFozNM2o
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-63830490
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Pamatuji si, jak jsem seděl ve vesnické síni na poloostrově Boso na odvrácené straně Tokijského zálivu.
Byl jsem tam, protože vesnice byla uvedena jako ohrožená, jedna z 900 v Japonsku. Staří muži
shromáždění v síni byli znepokojeni. Od 70. let sledovali, jak mladí lidé odcházejí za prací do měst. Z 60
zbývajících byl pouze jeden teenager a žádné děti.
"Kdo se postará o naše hroby, až budeme pryč?" bědoval jeden starší pán. Péče o lihoviny je v Japonsku
vážná věc.
Ale mně, rodákovi z jihovýchodní Anglie, připadala smrt této vesnice absurdní. Obklopovala ho
pohlednicová rýžová pole a kopce pokryté hustým lesem. Tokio bylo méně než dvě hodiny jízdy daleko.
"To je tak krásné místo," řekl jsem jim. „ Jsem si jistý, že spousta lidí by tu ráda bydlela. Jak by ses
cítil, kdybych sem přivedl svou rodinu? “
Vzduch v místnosti ztichl . Muži se na sebe podívali v němých rozpacích. Pak si jeden odkašlal a s
ustaraným výrazem ve tváři promluvil: „No, musel by ses naučit náš způsob života. Nebylo by to
snadné."
Vesnice byla na cestě k zániku, ale představa, že ji napadnou „cizinci“, byla o něco horší .

Tito lidé jsou tak vyčerpávající.

Když jdou a chrlí tyhle bláboly Asiatům, není to ani zpracované. Asiaté

nedokážou pochopit sebevražednou povahu bílých lidí.

Čína na tom s porodností začíná být o něco lépe. Čína bohužel provedla

„politiku jednoho dítěte“, kterou nyní všichni považují za chybný krok. Číňané

jsou mnohem méně depresivní než Japonci, ale stále velmi zasahují do celé

záležitosti předků.

Problém v Číně, stejně jako všude jinde, je, že ženy jsou hloupé děvky a nedá

se s nimi rozumnět. Protože však Čína není židovskou demokracií, mohou

prostě zakázat veškerou feministickou propagandu a začít odřezávat jiné cesty

pro svině.

Myslím, že Čína na to nakonec přijde a Japonsko ne. Za předpokladu, že

nenastane katastrofická světová válka (což by byl v tuto chvíli hloupý

předpoklad), Čína prostě začne skupovat nemovitosti v Japonsku, protože

Japonci nejsou schopni je zaplnit a Číňané lidé prostě začnou ovládat zemi.

Japonky se provdají za čínské muže a naopak a během jedné či dvou generace

se čínský jazyk a kultura stanou dominantní identitou Japonska.

Číňané už to dělají v celé jihovýchodní Asii. Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, dokonce i

Bangkok se stávají Číňany. Začali s turistickými oblastmi, kde zřídili turistická

místa pro čínskou střední třídu. Čínští podnikatelé se stěhují, aby sloužili

čínským zákazníkům, a postupně se populace stává sinoizovanou. To se také

děje s různými obchodními městy v rámci iniciativy Belt and Road. Ale teď

velká města šukají.

Je to fascinující situace. V těchto místech máte nějaké vnitřní manželství, ale

také to, že Číňané mají peníze, takže lidé chtějí učit své děti čínsky. Pokud se

učíte jazyk od raného věku, jste obeznámeni s kulturou a myšlením a jste k

nim obecně přátelští.
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Čínská hrozba ve skutečnosti hrozbou není

Číňané nehledají válku. Je to tak směšné, když vidíte tyhle hloupé boomery a

sinofoby jako Tucker Carlson (mimochodem zastánce „análního manželství“)

mluví o tom, jak Čína plánuje velký násilný boj.

Čínské spiknutí ovládnutí světa ve skutečnosti není spiknutí a rozhodně to

není vojenská agenda. Dělají sinoizaci. Je to nenásilný proces šíření z Číny

přes Asii a v mnohem menší míře i jinam.

S některými čínskými obchodníky v Africe se děje několik legračních věcí.

Ale obecně, tam není touha míchat se s non-Asiati.

Míchání s nečínskými Asiaty se však nyní v Číně stává široce akceptovaným.

Stále to není preferováno, ale je to přijímáno – zejména mimo Čínu v místech,

kam se stěhují.

Není jasné, že jde o vědomý cíl. Je to něco, co pozoruje inteligence v Číně a je

to vnímáno jako pozitivní. Ale nemyslím si, že je to nutně plán, ale je to jen

něco, co se děje. Celá Asie se stane Čínou a v bílých zemích a poté v Africe a

Latinské Americe si vybudují své základny pro obchodní účely a zároveň

budou postupně skupovat půdu.

Věc na tom, a proč je konzervativní narativ (dosah pro neokonzervativní

demokraty) tak hloupý, je, že nikoho k ničemu nenutí. Pokud by se běloši

starali jen o své vlastní záležitosti a také neprodávali majetek Číňanům a

uzavírali více dohod o spravedlivém obchodu, Číňané by se nepokoušeli o

invazi ani by nedělali nic jiného než chytré obchody.

Číňané jsou v průměru bázliví lidé, kteří nemají rádi konfrontaci a nejsou

nijak zvlášť zlí. Nemají nutně rádi nebo nemají rádi bílé lidi, protože jim

nerozumí. Ve skutečnosti to není problém a Číňané se budou nebo nebudou

angažovat tak, jak chceme, pokud jde o obchod. Pokud jde o násilný konflikt –

americká armáda Čínu úplně obklíčila, okupuje mezinárodně uznávané čínské

území a Čína jen stále říká: „Prosím, zkuste být zdvořilejší, pánové“.

Zobrazovat Čínu jako vojenskou hrozbu je nejen hloupé, ale také praštěné.

Jsou hrozbou z hlediska obchodu, ale pouze pokud mluvíme o globálním trhu

a myslím si, že americkým ideálem by mělo být – a bývalo – že vítáme

konkurenci na světové scéně, pokud jde o obchod. V sázce globální

hospodářské soutěže není tak úplně existenční, jakým je tato navrhovaná

světová válka.
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Zjevnou věcí, kterou musí Amerika udělat, pokud jim na Americe záleží, je

vrátit Číně Tchaj-wan výměnou za obchodní ústupky. Je to opravdu

jednoduché.

Pokud vám skutečně záleželo na tchajwanském vládním systému (nevěřím, že

by to někdo ve skutečnosti dělal, ale pokud ano), mohli byste jednoduše

zahrnout dohodu „Jedna země, dva systémy“ v dohodě o kapitulaci ostrova.

Čína by to respektovala – už to dělali v Hongkongu až do bodu, kdy USA

vyslaly vyškolené agitátory, aby platili homosexuálům, aby páchali násilné

nepokoje vypalující obchodní centra. A ani poté ve skutečnosti výrazně

nezměnili hongkongský systém, jen do toho šli a uklidili část nepořádku

vytvořeného americkými zpravodajskými službami a National Endowment for

Democracy (NED, což je v podstatě zpravodajská agentura, která prostě

funguje). zcela veřejně).

Všechno je to velmi jednoduché, takže nevěřím, že někdo, kdo má základní

úroveň inteligence a tvrdí, že tomu nerozumí, je upřímný.

S rostoucí nebílou supervelmocí na východě jsou zjevně problémy a výzvy. To

se ještě nikdy nestalo. Nikdo nemůže říct, že to není něco, co by se mělo brát

vážně. Ale způsob, jakým k tomu USA přistupují, je hloupý a sebedestruktivní.

Současná politika USA (a nyní NATO, navzdory tamnímu geografickému

rozporu) vůči Číně demonstruje nebezpečnou kombinaci arogance, zmatku a

slepé zlomyslnosti.

Máme tu situaci, kdy USA ztratily schopnost konkurovat na ekonomické nebo

kulturní frontě, a proto trvají na tom, aby byl konflikt s Čínou koncipován jako

zásadně násilný. Mají v úmyslu to udělat násilně, navzdory snaze Číny se tomu

vyhnout.

Japonsko a Čína se velmi liší podle měřítek někoho, kdo rozumí východní Asii,

ale pro běžného obyvatele Západu jsou tyto dvě kultury víceméně k

nerozeznání. (To by platilo zejména, pokud byste měli srovnat Singapur,

rafinovanou verzi Číny, s Japonskem.) Jediný rozdíl, který každý vidí, je ten,

že Číňané si zachovali elán, zatímco Japonci se stali fyzicky i duchovně

impotentními. Pokud bude Japonsko ponecháno svému osudu, bude klesat,

zatímco Čína poroste. Takový je způsob lidských dějin.

Američané by se měli držet stranou cizích záležitostí.

(Opětovně publikováno z The Daily Stormer se svolením autora nebo

zástupce)

← Fakta o Michaelu Jacksonovi a jeho...  

Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců

https://dailystormer.in/japans-declining-population-and-global-sinoization/
https://www.unz.com/aanglin/the-facts-about-michael-jackson-and-his-crucifixion-by-random-individuals-with-secular-humanist-last-names/
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Nemůžete změnit společnost na základní úrovni unaveným varováním o nejasných budoucích
důsledcích.

Japonsko to má snadné, stačí oslavit 3. dítě manželských párů masivním

peněžním bonusem. Přestaňte dotovat Japan Inc. a venkovské vlády a

dejte všechny peníze na rostoucí rodiny. Sledujte, jak se móda mění za

desetník, stejně rychle jako kov do vlasů vystřídal grunge.
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3. SteveK9říká:

23. ledna 2023 v 16:05 GMT • před 3,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

Countries that are dying out can simply pay people to have children. And,

I don’t mean a bonus or some other BS, I mean enough money that

raising children is free. Then, you need to do something to require a

married couple raise the children … not sure how to do that, but one

doesn’t want to replicate the black ghettos, with welfare women, hordes of

fatherless children, and males that are often full-time criminals.

• Agree: A. Clifton

• Replies: @Brian Damage
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4. xyzxy says:

January 23, 2023 at 4:20 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 500 Words   ↑

China is starting to do a little bit better with the birthrate thing.

For many young men, marriage in China requires a significant financial

outlay, one they cannot easily meet. At least without family help. Women

expect a car, a house, and parents expect a grandchild.

This is openly debated, and a recent mainland China blog discussed the

availability of young women not requiring much of an outlay, or ‘bride

price’. A suggestion turned on Pakistani women. China has relatively good

business relations with that country, with Chinese men working there.

The upside was that those young women can be attractive, made up, and

tend to be well behaved [any woman who is not fat and/or black can look

good, if made up. That is one reason American women don’t pass the test,

because most are fat slobs. And they are all over the place in the behavior

department].

The downside mentioned was that it is extremely difficult for a foreigner

(non-Chinese) to obtain Chinese naturalization. Plus, the religious

barrier; Chinese men are not, in general, willing to adopt a Moslem

faith/culture, but expect the wife to adopt Chinese cultural norms.

Something the bride’s Pakistani family will not typically agree on.

However, because China is not a Jewed-up democracy, they can just ban all feminist propaganda.

Chinese popular media, television shows, the ones directed toward

women, tend to place women in the workforce, discriminated against

within a male oriented business world, and fighting for ‘equality’. At the

same time, the shows highlight the fact that career oriented women will

often face losing their fertile years, and if married, possibly wind up

divorced, as men seek extra curricular activities with younger women–

women who are depicted as aggressive whores willing to wreck

established marriages for their own opportunistic gain.

What you will not see on TV (or on the street) are Chinese women

cavorting with blacks, or any blatant homosexual material.

The one distinction anyone can see is that the Chinese have maintained vigor, while the Japanese
have become impotent, both physically and spiritually.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=xyzxy
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As far as the Japanese connection? Japanese are depicted in television

propaganda as China’s existential enemy. Not Americans. In fact, Chinese

you meet on the street tend to be perplexed by the American

government’s anti-China stance. Yet Chinese are politically practical. If

Japan would kow tow three times, apologizing for their WWII intrigue,

official China policy would change. However it is unrealistic to expect

Japan to do that. Japan would rather hitch their wagon to the US. At least

for now. If the Ukraine capitulates to Russia (which it most likely will

have to do), then in light of the many US military failures, both Japan and

Taiwan province will most surely rethink the whole US gig, and start

making deals.

• Agree: JR Foley

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

5. Anonymous[233] • Disclaimer says:

Japan is extremely feminist and China has a significantly lower fertility

rate than Japan. There is nothing resembling “vigor” in East Asia.

• Replies: @Rahan, @Hbd investor
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6. January 23, 2023 at 4:47 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
You claim ZOG dropping two nuclear bombs on Japan had no effect on

the Japanese psyche?

C’mon, Anglin. You’re getting soft, very soft. ZOG is the root of ALL evil.

That’s not dogma or propaganda, but reality.

When you deny Japan’s problems can be solved by eradicating ZOG from

their psyche, you deny Jesus. When you deny Jesus, you deny everything.

Japan needs to go to war against ZOG, just like China needs to go to war

against ZOG, just like the US needs to go to war against ZOG…

“I’d cut him if he stands, and I’d shoot him if he’d run

 
Yes I’d kill him with my Bible and my razor and my gun”

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/SxQauK6THi8

• Replies: @Kurt Knispel

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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7. nokangaroos says:

January 23, 2023 at 4:49 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
It´s a fascinating topic – one would assume that Northeast Asians are by

far

 
the best preadapted to a Calhoun scenario; offhand I´d say the Chinese

have

 
their Century of Humiliation behind them while the Japanese are smack

in

 
the middle of theirs, which in all higher primates blocks the male

 
(but not the female!) sexual function.

 
One could also say the Japanese like the Germans are a nervous

thoroughbred

 
nation capable of great things but unstable, while China is a giant fat

prickly

 
hog in a waller – no matter what you do all you get is a grunt and a slight

 
adjustment of posture (as one singularly ungracious historian put it).

 
– The One Child Policy and consequent preferential abortion of females

has

 
resulted in a 80 million male overhang for which there is no historical

precedent

 
not resulting in war – while in Japan males are preferentially aborted

 
because no one would condemn his child to an existence as a Japanese

male;

 
the solution should be obvious 

– It is interesting to watch the Chinese spread their Y chromosomes in

such a

 
decidedly non-Mongol way …

 
take Africa (please): No one doubts the Brits were better administrators

 
(not quite on a par with the Germans though) but the French are more

popular

 
because they miscegenated mightily

 
(by contrast all around the world the bastards of US soldateska are

considered

 
shameful and occupy the lowest rungs – we´ll see how the Wagners

measure up).

Lots and lots of interesting perspectives

• Agree: Brian Damage

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=nokangaroos
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• Replies: @Zane

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

8. Shamu says:

Japan began Anglicizing itself during the late 19th century. That is the

core reason it is facing what it is facing, because Anglicizing means Anglo-

Zionizing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

9. Rahan says:

January 23, 2023 at 5:10 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
China expands, and Korea, Japan, Central Asia and South-East Asia

become sinoized.

China contracts, and all these places reinvent themselves as totally

independent cosmic super-nations.

China expands again, and it repeats. After every contact with the external

world, of course, China also become greatly changed.

Russia goes through similar historical pulsations. Until 1990 half of

Europe and 90% of Central Asia were “Russified”. East of Austria and

Italy everything was “Russian territory”.

Turkey too. Iran. All the old civilization centers in one way or another go

through this process.

The collective West, as the youngest of the civilizations, created by the

descendants of those who sacked Rome, has yet to get used to undergoing

pulsations like that, back and forth, without destroying the world in the

process.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

10. Dutch Boy says:

@smetana

Israel has done this successfully. The American occupation of Japan

introduced contraception and abortion on a large scale and the anti-

natalist attitudes these engender are difficult to eradicate.

• Replies: @Simple Pseudonuymic Handle
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11. Rahan says:

January 23, 2023 at 5:25 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

Japan is extremely feminist and China has a significantly lower fertility rate than Japan. There is
nothing resembling “vigor” in East Asia.

China’s fertility rate is identical to that of the USA, UK, Brazil, and higher

than that of Russia and most of Eastern Europe as such.

 

Japan’s fertility rate is lower, identical to that of South Europe, and the

more depressed and dreary parts of Eastern Europe and Scandinavia.

https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/total-fertility-rate

The lowest fertility in the world is however in the two Chinese “rat utopia”

island cities of Hong Kong and Singapore, and in the current world leader

of boy bands, TV soaps, and tank technology — South Korea.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rahan
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

12. Kim Jong Il says:

January 23, 2023 at 5:32 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
i heard this joke from an australian years ago:

a bank manager, 30 year old man, consults a psychologist in a business

district in tokyo.

manager: ” i can not concentrate more than 2 minutes. many works are

still unfinished. my communication with the director gets worse. i start to

have insomnia.”

psychologist: “when did the last time you have sex?”

manager: “you mean with a real woman, or a digital one?”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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13. Dumbo says:

January 23, 2023 at 5:35 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
There is something odd in the fact that basically every country

everywhere is having sub-replacement birthrates — except, unfortunately

for Africa, the worst place to have excess population, because they will all

migrate to Europe and the US — and Japan, China, Russia, Ukraine,

wherever.

A reduction in population wouldn’t be bad if there wasn’t immigration. If

Japan remains being Japanese, it doesn’t matter so much if they are 120

million or 80 million. But for Europe and the US, the problem is that they

are being replaced by non-European races. That’s worse than a low birth

rate.

However, there is the question of war — all the developed world is

basically mostly old people, with very low birth rates. But you need a

surplus of young people for a war.

If a new world war breaks out — and some people seem very keen on

starting one — who is going to fight it? Or will it be just ballistic missiles

back and forth?

• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Anonymous, @spacewanderer

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

14. Levtraro says:

January 23, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Interesting article overall.

Actually, Japan appears to have sunk into a kind of national depression as a result of the
development of technological society, in particular urbanization (pornography and the
infantilization of men have also had a big effect on the sexuality of men)

It’s not urbanization or technology. Japan has been beaten twice by the

USA, first militarily in 1945, and then economically in 1985. In 1985 they

willingly participated, actually they were proud to be included in

undermining the foundations of their economic growth.

• Agree: A B Coreopsis

• Replies: @Che Guava
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15. Supply and Demand says:

January 23, 2023 at 6:24 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@xyzxy

>The downside mentioned was that it is extremely difficult for a foreigner

(non-Chinese) to obtain Chinese naturalization. Plus, the religious

barrier; Chinese men are not, in general, willing to adopt a Moslem

faith/culture, but expect the wife to adopt Chinese cultural norms.

Something the bride’s Pakistani family will not typically agree on.

Curious that you mentioned Pakistan and not the Philippines. Most of the

mail-order brides in Dalian appear to be SE Asian as opposed to

Pakistani.

As I understand it, there is plenty of residual/cultural circumcision that

occurs in Gansu/Qinghai/Xinjiang among secularized Hui, so it shouldn’t

be that big of a deal for them. All that said, I think the gender imbalance

is often overstated: way too many men globally are unfit to be fathers, and

it’s good that they are being locked out of sexual access. I was blessed by

genetics to reach a height of six-foot-two. Sexual access has never been

difficult for me — but I don’t pity short men. They simply should not be

breeding — particularly white ones because they harm the race for future

race mixing with asians.

In previous generations, wars would’ve killed them. Now they have video

games and Africa offices.

As an American Liberal/Democrat, I absolutely hate Japan and always

vote against its interests whenever there’s an opportunity. Many badwhite

Trumpkins like Japan, and I am against whatever badwhite Trumpkins

think is good. It would be best if that whole archipelago gets bought up by

China.

• Disagree: Badger Down

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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16. Wokechoke says:

@Dumbo

A lot of this stems from not exterminating blacks when we had the

ideology and technological supremacy to casually get rid of the blacks and

take over the territory.

• Replies: @Dumbo, @ThreeCranes

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

17. Wokechoke says:

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/2000-years-economic-history-one-

chart/

Isn’t the world just going back to premodern equilibrium? Yes or No.

The main disturbance is US GDP.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

18. Erik Sieven says:

January 23, 2023 at 6:31 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rahan

it is an open secret that official Chinese TFR data are wrong, real TFR is

much lower and has been for years. Which means by the way the

population is smaller than public datas makes believe and that means

GDP per capita is higher. Then again GDP data is most likely also wrong,

also lower.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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19. Rahan says:

January 23, 2023 at 6:56 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Erik Sieven

it is an open secret that official Chinese TFR data are wrong, real TFR is much lower and has been
for years.

Is the fertility rate data then more likely to be:

 
a) like Russia

 
b) like Japan

 
c) lower than Japan?

It’s one thing to have theoretical fertility rates like those of Croatia and

Poland but pretend you’ve got US and Brazil levels. It’s another to

pretend you’re got US and Brazil levels while being “worse than Japan”

which would mean levels of South Korea i.e. the lowest levels in the

world.

Are we ready to accept that the 21st century Chinese govt, either through

error or malice, has been falsely almost DOUBLING its fertility rate?

Are we ready to go this far?

Inspired by the discussion I checked out Russian federal regions by

fertility.

 
It’s the wogs

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_federal_subjects_of_Russia_by_t

otal_fertility_rate

• Replies: @Rahan
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20. Ehrhardt says:

January 23, 2023 at 7:14 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rahan

Japan’s fertility rate is lower, identical to that of South Europe, and the more depressed and dreary
parts of Eastern Europe and Scandinavia.

Japan actually has the highest fertility rates in all of East Asia.

A reminder that Japan, the poster child for demographic issues, now has the highest fertility rate in
developed East Asia, above Hong Kong or Macau, China, South Korea or Taiwan. (Data from the
Population Reference Bureau) pic.twitter.com/tqjRdBkipF

— Mike Bird (@Birdyword) January 17, 2023

China reported 9.56M births in 2022, 10% fewer than 2021. The TFR declined from 1.16 to 1.07
kids per woman and is now only half of China‘s replacement level (2.14). 

 China also recorded its first regular natural decline (absent of war and famines).

— Birth Gauge (@BirthGauge) January 17, 2023

The main problem with the Chinese is that they are mostly consumerist

drones, in order to raise their birth rates, they need to fundamentally

reshape their society* in a way which is just not compatible with

neoliberal financial policies and being a sweatshop for the West, which

makes them rich.

* – This applies to every country, financial incentives to have more

children have done very little to significantly bump up the birth rates in

countries which pay mothers, like Singapore, Hungary or even Russia.

Money is not the thin stopping people from having kids, it’s consumerist

mentality. It’s why Niger doesn’t have a fertility rate of 0.4…

• Thanks: Rahan

• Replies: @neutral, @Brian Damage
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21. Rahan says:

January 23, 2023 at 7:14 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Rahan

I looked at additional data, on Chinese fertility and it is indeed weird.

There’s a 2017 peak where it’s eternal Anglo levels, and then a super hard

crash, except in the most niggish provinces.

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.TFRT.IN?

end=2020&locations=CN&start=2014

https://www.ceicdata.com/en/china/population-birth-rate-by-region

I tend to accuse people of living in an imaginary world where it is the

eternal 1990s, and judge global events from this imaginary vantage point.

In this case, however, it appears I myself was stuck in a “2017 bubble”,

refusing to admit it is already 2023.

China’s fertility rate, at least in the non-nig regions, is indeed now as low

as in the rest of the developed mongoloid countries, which means China

has another 15-20 years to fix its position in the world and put in

safeguards to maintain it, before the population contraction sets in for

real, once the boomers start dropping off in huge annual waves, with no

replacement coming in.

If the One Belt thing actually works out, perhaps this can help Beijing

maintain a healthy economy even in a state of abrupt population

contraction, if there’s an external economical structure allowing for a

variation of the “eternal expansion” or at least “eternal high-end

stagnation”.
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• Replies: @James N. Kennett

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

22. Ghan-buri-Ghan says:

January 23, 2023 at 7:15 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

In Japan, they don’t have Jews and they frankly don’t really even have feminism. They have
women working, but they’re polite and men are still in charge of everything.

This is definitely one of the most retarded and clueless talking points

Anglin likes to repeat in all of his Asia-related articles.

In fact, feminism in Japan, Korea, and China is just as bad as it is in

“Western” countries. Russia too, by the way. If there’s one thing all sides

can agree on, it’s unlimited feminism.

Another foreboding trend in East Asia is the rise of ultra-effeminate males

dominating the cultural sphere. The Chinese government was supposedly

going to crack down on this a couple years ago, but they sure haven’t

actually done much about it.

• Agree: Hulkamania

• Thanks: spacewanderer

• Replies: @spacewanderer, @Hulkamania

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

23. Сила в правде says:

January 23, 2023 at 7:19 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I have a pretty good solution to the marriage crisis in the US and China.

First, we round up all our slut moms with multiple baby daddies, all the

pornographic models, and all the divorced career women, and sell them

to China. Then, we pay the governments of high-crime Latin American

countries (Mexico, Venezuela, El Salvador, Brazil, Honduras, etc) to gas

their prisons. Then we invite all the surplus women from those countries

to come up here.

• Agree: Kim Jong Il

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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24. TG says:

January 23, 2023 at 7:27 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
An interesting and intelligent post, but I have some issues with some of it.

First: there is nothing wrong with a declining population, especially if the

total number of people is still large. I mean, the Black Death in Europe

cut the population in half and held it there for generations. The result was

a burst of prosperity for the average person (substantially higher than

modern India or Pakistan etc!), and a burst of creativity and industrial

development – because all resources were not being swallowed up by a

mass of chronically malnourished peasants. I am not arguing for the bad

science fiction of killing people to ‘solve’ the population issue, I’m just

pointing out that declining populations CAN be a really good thing –

unless of course you are a wealthy landowner addicted to cheap labor.

Before WWII, the Japanese government ran a pro-natalist policy and

created a population explosion – by the eve of WWII Japan was on the

verge of collapse. Really, every time the rich force populations up at a

rapid pace – via pro-natalist policies, mass immigration, or just lies – the

result has been disastrous for the average person – though profitable for

the elites.

I say let the Japanese decide their destiny for themselves and if a rich

person insists on living in a country with abundant poverty there are lots

of places they can move to. If Japan’s population were to slowly decline to

80 or even 50 million, that’s still plenty of people to run an industrial

society. The overall economy might look stagnant, but remember, Japan

is like someone who paid off their mortgage: they don’t need massive

investments to maintain the status quo. Even small amounts of economic

growth could in time compound to a large amount. Sure, there may be

few workers per retiree, but there will also be few children per worker: the

“dependency ratio” is not worse than places like Somalia, and per-worker

productivity in Japan is orders of magnitude higher than Somalia. And it

would take only a brief spurt of optimism to turn it all around, just like

the low fertility rate of the United States during the depression gave rise

to the baby boom of the 1950’s, because that was a really good time to

raise kids.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=TG
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And about China: you are wrong. Mao had a pro-natalist policy “strength

through numbers”, honest economists like Ma Yinchu were purged, the

population exploded – and China nearly imploded. Certainly post-Mao

China turning away from orthodox Stalinism to something more like pre-

1960’s US mercantilism was essential in China’s development – but it

physically could not have happened without the one-child policy. If

China’s population had continued to explode at the same rate, there

would by now be over 6 billion Chinese, and ready to double to 12 billion

in another 25 years. That China’s population could grow this quickly and

they STILL could have increased their per-capita food production to three

times subsistence is PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE. There aren’t enough

resources in the entire world, or any current technology, that would allow

that to happen! No, in that case China would have become like India, and

the population would have stabilized probably at around 4-5 billion

because people would be too malnourished to have more than 2 children

(NOT, typically, famine). But pointing out how bad the consequences of

the rich forcing population growth is, might make it harder for them to

force the population up in other countries. Like, by opening the border of

the United States to unlimited third-world immigration. That’s not going

to end well, because throughout history, it never has.

• Thanks: nokangaroos, mark green

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain, @Anon
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25. xyzxy says:

January 23, 2023 at 7:31 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Supply and Demand

Curious that you mentioned Pakistan and not the Philippines.

Just to be clear, I was paraphrasing a recent China blog. That blog

referenced and compared Pakistani women as possible replacement for

Chinese women, due to the ‘bride price’. Other areas were not mentioned.

Regional governments have attempted to limit the price of marriage, I

think with limited success. It is not easy to legislate away long established

customs.

My impression, FWIW, is that for Chinese women, American and Euro

husbands are tolerated reasonably well, socially. Especially for women

over 30, who are popularly considered ‘left over’.

A black man/Chinese woman is taboo. I’ve been to the so-called

Guangzhou ‘chocolate city’, where Africans hailing from the Dark

Continent go to trade goods (on temporary visa). I never saw an African

with a Chinese woman. But I have read a few stories.

The black thing in China is kind of strange. NBA basketball stars are held

in esteem. But that is mostly from a distance. What they watch on

television. Young Chinese males are not averse to their own style of ‘hip

hop’ rap, and dancing. But no parent wants a black son in law.

Funny anecdote: A Chinese woman told me her order of preference for

her son’s mate would be: 1) mainland Chinese; 2) a man from the Chinese

diaspora; 3) American or Euro white; 4) Korea. Not acceptable would be

someone from Taiwan province, and then Japan. However I suspect that

the Taiwan exclusion would quickly evaporate once the mainland and its

island are rejoined. Japan? That’s going to take a lot more than I can

imagine.

• Replies: @nokangaroos
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26. Rahan says:

January 23, 2023 at 7:45 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Supply and Demand

Curious that you mentioned Pakistan and not the Philippines. Most of the mail-order brides in
Dalian appear to be SE Asian as opposed to Pakistani.

Thanks for the info!

One would expect South-East mongoloids to count as “B class Asians” in

North-East China, the way for example Poles and Ukrainians count as “B

class Whites” for some westerners.

But lighter-skinned Pakis and Hindus (and Persians and Arabs) could

easily pass for “B class Whites” in a mongoloid place where people can’t

tell the difference between a Pole and a Swede or between a Serb and an

Irishman. To them a Berber or Bangladeshi chick could indeed be just an

“economy-class White”, like a Turk would.

(Mongoloids and many others would also automatically count lighter

Latinos as White)

Prestige-wise it could work out, especially in the more provincial parts of

China, where the cities are merely the size of Berlin and Paris, and where

the locals themselves are perhaps swarthier, as they tend to be.

Change the clothes and these Pakistani women are “basically like from

Spain or Italy” to the untrained mongoloid eye.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rahan
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

27. Anon[233] • Disclaimer says:

@Rahan

Holy shit, it’s an actual brainwashed slave.

If you actually believed China’s TFR was ever 1.7 in the 21st century, kill

yourself immediately. Preferably by drowning yourself in a toilet bowl full

of shit.

East Asian fertility has been lower than all of Europe for years.

• Replies: @Rahan
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28. nokangaroos says:

@xyzxy

I had no idea the mothers of Chinese homos are that picky.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

29. Peter D. Bredon says:

January 23, 2023 at 8:20 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

The problem is always presented as “someone has to pay for the old people,” but that is an
exaggerated problem.

Funny how they always say “We need more people so that we can afford

Social Security” but they never say “We need more people so we can fund

the war in Ukraine.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

30. Rahan says:

@Anon

Holy shit, it’s an actual brainwashed slave.

If you actually believed China’s TFR was ever 1.7 in the 21st century, kill yourself immediately.
Preferably by drowning yourself in a toilet bowl full of shit.

This is an adult conversation. Run along now.

• Agree: mark green
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31. Franz says:

January 23, 2023 at 8:51 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

The village was on the path to extinction, yet the thought of it being invaded by “outsiders” was
somehow worse.

That shows a level of loyalty that Europeans seem to have given up,

mostly.

The fascist solution to population issues, specifically the pro-natal, is

simple.

From Mussolini to the German NSDAP list of demands the call for

generous pensions for the workers who had been robbed their whole

career by vultures.

FDR’s New Deal, in fact, lifted some of his ideas from NSDAP. Here’s the

short version: On the one end, increase pensions. On the other, hire

young men (and ONLY men) and pay them a good wage for building,

infrastructure, which ultimately pays your retirement tab because it’s a

straight-up investment that always pays off.

Meanwhile — NOTHING for child support and women. Want a meal

ticket? Marry one of the young men working for his nation. It’s true that

Germany had a small level of child support but they had to jump-start a

stalled system. Understandable.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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32. Rich says:

January 23, 2023 at 9:08 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Supply and Demand

The shorter the man the more likely he is to survive a war. A taller man is

a better target for a bullet or an arrow, and I’m always going to take out

the easier target. The tall man has more difficulty camouflaging himself

and is easier to hunt down in the bush. In hand to hand combat the taller

man has more difficulty stabbing downward and again, is a larger target

for the more compact fighter. I guess if we’re dressing up as knights with

armor and long swords the taller man might have a slight advantage, but

inside a tank he’s always banging his head and is hunched over at the

controls. 6’2″ isn’t too tall, but it’s tall enough that in combat across a

field, in an urban environment or a jungle, you’re definitely a better target

than your 5’6″ tall sergeant.

And let’s not forget Genghis Khan’s tradition of killing any man taller

than a wagon wheel. Short man gets to survive and fight another day. Or

maybe spend a couple nights a week in the bedroom of the tall man’s

widow.
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33. anon[956] • Disclaimer says:

January 23, 2023 at 9:10 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rahan

The problem is, these lighter skin South Asians are prized women in their

own societies, often come from wealthier background, and only want to

marry within their own ethnic social class.

In multicultural Malaysia and Singapore, there are a lot of mixed

marriages between Chinese, Indians and Malays, but they are almost all

going one way – Chinese women marrying Indian and Malay men, rarely

ever Chinese men marrying Indian or Malay women. It’s the same in the

West. Chinese women out marry much more than Chinese men.

With increasing East Asian immigration to the US, there are now

increasing intermarriages btwn Chinese, Japanese and Koreans, but the

marriage again goes in only one direction, Chinese women marrying

Korean and Japanese men, while Korean and Japanese women marry

whites and, as they are increasingly woke, blacks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

34. neutral says:

January 23, 2023 at 9:14 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ehrhardt

Money is not the thin stopping people from having kids, it’s consumerist mentality.

I don’t think that is it exactly, if you look at what all these countries have

in common is that they have full equality and education laws with regards

to women. I am not the type like Anglin that hates women and wants

Sharia, but the blunt reality seems to be that females don’t want babies if

they can take care of themselves (or if they let the government take care of

them), even in Niger this would happen if society adopted the full equality

ideology.
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35. Reverend Goody says:

January 23, 2023 at 9:21 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Business opportunity – set up a dating agency specializing in obese

American women for the 80 million incels in China. Use media to

promote obesity as a plus just like Lizzo. Imagine social media adverts

featuring big fat women rolling around on the sofa scarfing down bon-

bons. That would work for some of the boys at 3 in the morning.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

36. Zane says:

Who cares what the chinx do?

• Replies: @JR Foley
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37. Hbd investor says:

January 23, 2023 at 10:53 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

China has a significantly lower fertility rate than Japan

https://www.macrotrends.net/countries/CHN/china/fertility-rate

The current fertility rate for China in 2023 is 1.705 births per woman, a

0.18% increase from 2022.

 
The fertility rate for China in 2022 was 1.702 births per woman, a 0.18%

increase from 2021.

 
The fertility rate for China in 2021 was 1.699 births per woman, a 0.18%

increase from 2020.

 
The fertility rate for China in 2020 was 1.696 births per woman, a 0.18%

increase from 2019.

https://www.macrotrends.net/countries/JPN/japan/fertility-rate

The current fertility rate for Japan in 2023 is 1.367 births per woman, a

0.07% decline from 2022.

 
The fertility rate for Japan in 2022 was 1.368 births per woman, a 0%

increase from 2021.

 
The fertility rate for Japan in 2021 was 1.368 births per woman, a 0.07%

decline from 2020.

 
The fertility rate for Japan in 2020 was 1.369 births per woman, a 0%

increase from 2019.

• Replies: @Anon
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38. Anon[259] • Disclaimer says:

@Hbd investor

https://pophealthmetrics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12963-

022-00290-7

2021 witnessed a further decline in birth numbers and the TFR was roughly estimated at 1.07.
China’s TFR is unlikely to recover

It is so fucking over for china
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39. Anon[259] • Disclaimer says:

@Rich

The coping in this post is tremendous. The Mongol tradition was to kill

children taller than a wheel. A wheel is like 3 feet tall, you maggot.

Genghis Khan himself was an exceedingly tall guy.

• Replies: @Rich
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40. January 23, 2023 at 11:23 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I hear Chinee population is going pop too, so it will be Africanization and

Hinduization of the world.

Imagine 200 yrs from now. The world is mostly black and/or Hindu. Will

Jews still be on top? Can Jews guilt-bait and use Dindus and Hindus like

they’ve done with whites?

Will whites even be around 200 yrs from now? China has lots of people

but with current demographic trends, it will become like Japan in no

time. It doesn’t matter how many people you have in your country if they

don’t breed.

Only fascism and bio-socialism can save the world.

• Replies: @Shamu
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41. Johnny LeBlanc says:

January 23, 2023 at 11:24 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

The problem in China, like everywhere else, is that women are stupid whores and cannot be
reasoned with.

This. Right here. Anglin has a talent of boiling complex subjects and

problems to their essence. Working women means fewer babies and

dysfunctional families, which means fewer births, which means importing

savages to make up for slower growth in the economy, which means social

conflict.

Dysfunctional families result in widespread social and psychological

problems, obesity, bizarre sexual identities, and a rising tide of sexual

degeneracy.

Feminism is the SINGLE BIGGEST CAUSE of our social problems.
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42. Pizzastand says:

January 23, 2023 at 11:32 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
You are right about the migration and acculturation of Chinese all over

Asia (and to a lesser extent Africa and South Asia) not being planned or

part of some plot, because it’s been going on for centuries if not millenia.

The Spanish and Dutch encountered large Chinese communities in the

Philippines and Indonesia, respectively, and for the most part these

Chinese people simply traded with the locals and intermarried with them.

They were often very prosperous as a result of their merchant activity, but

otherwise kept to themselves and caused little trouble, a point made by

Sir Francis Galton based on his observations of the Chinese in the far-

flung lands controlled by the British 150 years ago. The interesting thing

is that, as you said, the kids in these intermarriages were often raised as

Chinese, yet these large Chinese-Malay or Chinese-Filipino communities

changed the mainstream population and culture very little, even as these

communities grew in size and wealth. The Chinese seemed to like it this

way, perhaps realizing that gaining real influence would come at great

costs.

 
Curiously enough, in Japan (and maybe Korea) where there were few

Chinese settlers, Chinese cultural influence is much, much more obvious.

Few Chinese migrants or traders, low intermarriage, and yet it is hard to

conceive of classical Japanese or Korean culture minus the Chinese

influence. This goes to your other point, that the Chinese are going to buy

up property in Japan and Japan will gradually become Chinese. Kind of

sounds like ‘same old’. If you think about it, Japan already is kind of

Chinese: tofu, ramen, green tea, sake, bonsai (gardening), Zen Buddhism,

the writing/calligraphy, silkmaking, and of course pagodas and temples.

The only thing really Japanese nowadays is what they’ve made up in the

last 50 years, stuff like Pokemon and Mario and anime. But the old stuff,

what lasts? It’s Chinese.

 
If you watch Japanese TV, you’ll see a lot of anti-China propaganda too. I

bet those Chinese people on the street are also wondering why the

Japanese hate them. “Hey, we made you!” they’d probably say.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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43. Pizzastand says:

January 23, 2023 at 11:33 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
You are right about the migration and acculturation of Chinese all over

Asia (and to a lesser extent Africa and South Asia) not being planned or

part of some plot, because it’s been going on for centuries if not millenia.

The Spanish and Dutch almost 500 years ago encountered large Chinese

communities in the Philippines and Indonesia, respectively, and for the

most part these Chinese people simply traded with the locals and

intermarried with them. They were often very prosperous as a result of

their merchant activity, but otherwise kept to themselves and caused little

trouble, a point made by Sir Francis Galton based on his observations of

the Chinese in the far-flung lands controlled by the British 150 years ago.

The interesting thing is that, as you said, the kids in these intermarriages

were often raised as Chinese, yet these large Chinese-Malay or Chinese-

Filipino communities changed the mainstream population and culture

very little, even as these communities grew in size and wealth. The

Chinese seemed to like it this way, perhaps realizing that gaining real

influence would come at great costs.

 
Curiously enough, in Japan (and maybe Korea) where there were few

Chinese settlers, Chinese cultural influence is much, much more obvious.

Few Chinese migrants or traders, low intermarriage, and yet it is hard to

conceive of classical Japanese or Korean culture minus the Chinese

influence. This goes to your other point, that the Chinese are going to buy

up property in Japan and Japan will gradually become Chinese. Kind of

sounds like ‘same old’. If you think about it, Japan already is kind of

Chinese: tofu, ramen, green tea, sake, bonsai (gardening), Zen Buddhism,

the writing/calligraphy, silkmaking, and of course pagodas and temples.

The only thing really Japanese nowadays is what they’ve made up in the

last 50 years, stuff like Pokemon and Mario and anime. But the old stuff,

what lasts? It’s Chinese.

 
If you watch Japanese TV, you’ll see a lot of anti-China propaganda too. I

bet those Chinese people on the street are also wondering why the

Japanese hate them. “Hey, we made you!” they’d probably say.
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44. mulga mumblebrain says:

January 23, 2023 at 11:37 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@TG

Global population was three billion in 1960. Now it is eight billion. The

global population of human beings WILL fall, either by slow, human,

population reduction, or horrifically through ecological collapse and its

consequences. That both the Right and most liberal fascist ‘Leftists’ seem

unable or unwilling to face facts is really quite perturbing. Or ludicrous.

Or both.
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45. Twodees Partain says:

You have some inner-marriage in these places

Say it ain’t so, Andrew. That inner-marriage is some fucked up shit.
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46. Zane says:

@nokangaroos

Lots of those unmarried Chinese men are hooking up with Southeast

Asian ladyboys via internet chat apps.

Jest sayin loike.
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47. lloyd says: • Website

January 24, 2023 at 12:16 am GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I have felt the Chinese people are the Asians who were unable to escape

out of the clutches of the Emperors in Beijing. Except for periodical

upheavals, the Chinese people are ruled by their Mandarin scholars. Now

they are the English speaking software developers. The Chinese people

are docile and mostly stupid. But their Beijing Emperors are psychopathic

bullies that always want to be at the centre of the world. On the day, Hong

Kong went into the clutches of the Emperor, a squadron from the People’s

Liberation army moved across the border into a house owned

surreptitiously by the PLA. The squadron has grown ever since into an

army base and Chinese totalitarianism is being enforced. In Hong Kong,

the sinofication of the historical English place names will be next.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

48. Jim H says:

January 24, 2023 at 12:19 am GMT • 3.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
‘The obvious thing for America to do if they care about America is to give

China back Taiwan in exchange for trade concessions. It’s really simple.’

‘Americans should stay out of other people’s business.’ — Andrew Anglin

Wow. Try to synthesize these wildly incompatible statements. They don’t

compute.

Taiwan isn’t ‘ours’ to give. People in Taiwan will readily tell you that first

and foremost, they are Chinese. But Taiwanese live in a rich democracy,

while mainlanders subsist in an autocratic communist personality cult,

most of them hand-to-mouth.

‘Trade concessions’ become irrelevant when militaristic America is

spoiling for a fight with China, just as it did with Spain 125 years ago.

Anglo-Saxons, when they revert to tribal mode, can be real hardcore

dickheads. Raw force — a shiv to the stomach — is all they understand.

And still they spew defiance, as they are carted off ignominiously to an

unmarked grave.
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49. Notsofast says:

January 24, 2023 at 12:26 am GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
will the japanese allow the chinese to buy land and emigrate? last time i

checked, there was no love lost between them. wouldn’t it be something if,

after centuries of hostilities the chinese just ended up buying japan. in the

end it might be the best thing could happen, as almost eight decades of

u.s. occupation has come close to destroying their culture (same with the

germans and any other country the vampire squid gets its beak in). at

least the chinese share a more common heritage with the japanese, as

many of japans traditional customs originated in china.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

50. Supply and Demand says:

@Rich

pure manlet cope. This post was more for you than it was me, so I’ll let

you carry on without further comment.

• Replies: @Rich
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51. A B Coreopsis says:

@xyzxy

Interesting and constructive — and seems to correspond to the reality (as

far as I can grasp it) on the ground.
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52. A B Coreopsis says:

@Erik Sieven

The moment someone uses “open secret” I stop reading the narcissist’s

post.
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53. Cook-ie says:

January 24, 2023 at 1:47 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
China has a brilliant stratergy for defeating the West without a fight by

using the profit motive and greed of the West against itself.

China has amassed a large mountain of U.S IOUs in treasury bonds and

other such debt related instruments…what do you do with all this

confetti?

Why not use it against the West, why not flood Western Universities with

your “fee paying” students denying the native born an education in their

own land!

This is working…look at the standard of institutions and media as well as

government representatives today in the West.

The best war is the one where the enemy loses without a fight.
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54. spacewanderer says:

January 24, 2023 at 2:08 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Ghan-buri-Ghan

This is definitely one of the most retarded and clueless talking points Anglin likes to repeat in all
of his Asia-related articles.

Cannot agree more. I just stopped reading the article after that line. Like,

I really, really respect Anglin, but this one specific talking point is so

absolutely beyond retarded that I can’t even properly describe it. It’s

especially more tiresome and disappointing since Anglin is one of the

most prominent, effective and acute critics of feminism otherwise.

feminism in Japan, Korea, and China is just as bad as it is in “Western” countries. Russia too,
by the way. If there’s one thing all sides can agree on, it’s unlimited feminism.

This is absolutely true, and at the same time, way too many otherwise

intelligent and honest people(like Anglin) in both the East and the West

are so clueless about this fact. They both think that “we are so feminists,

but they are not! Be more like them!” I know one Japanese blogger who

strongly opposes feminism and do it in a very intelligent and effective

way, and he once said that “Unlike Japan, America is family-oriented

society and not as feminist as Japan.” It’s beyond the pale.

I’m all for criticizing modern occupied nu-Japan, which is nothing but

humiliation and disgrace on its ancestors and history, but Anglin’s

criticism on modern Japan is so completely out of the point in numerous

ways. Japan is the most heavily occupied colony since 1945(along with

Germany), but Anglin says Japan is being ruled by ‘Japanese people’.

Japan is one of the most feminist country in the world, arguably as

feminists as any western/northern European countries or muttmerica,

but Anglin repeats all the time that Japan “doesn’t have feminists

problem”. He may as well just stop talking about Japan at all.
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55. Mahcus says:

January 24, 2023 at 2:17 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

China unfortunately did the “one child policy,” which everyone now sees as a misstep. Chinese are
much less depressed than the Japanese, but still very big into the whole ancestors thing.

It wasn’t really a bad policy over all. If they didn’t do that then their

population would be at least 3 billion today if not higher. That is double

the amount of homes, land cleared for farming, pollution, mouths to feed,

poverty, it might have been enough to sink China into permanent poverty

for the majority which is something that India is likely to have.

With 1.4 billion people, they have a massive buffer to work with. It’s not

like Russia where it’s ethnic Russian population is barely above 100

million and the decline is really noticeable. Even if China’s population is

cut in half that is still 700 million people, they could colonize Siberia with

1oo million and 100 sent to Australia and they would still have more

people than the US does today….

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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56. pyrrhus says:

January 24, 2023 at 2:22 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Japan, which is already a massive food importer, doesn’t need more

people…And my understanding is that MITI is somewhat of the same

opinion…It is likely that at some point in the next few years, those

quantities of food will simply not be available, because the current WEF

agenda is aimed at wrecking agriculture by denying it fertilizer and fossil

fuels…
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57. spacewanderer says:

January 24, 2023 at 2:23 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

In Japan, they don’t have Jews

Japan is literally the most heavily occupied colony of muttmerica

since 1945. It’s literally being ruled by the jews, who controls muttmerica.

See the data.

…and they frankly don’t really even have feminism.

This is akin to say “Western countries frankly don’t really even have

feminism”. Like literally, it’s the same statement.

They have women working, but they’re polite and men are still in charge of everything.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=spacewanderer
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Over 70% of modern Japanese men’s salary directly go into their wife’s

bank account, and they beg their wife to get more ‘monthly pocket money’

from their wife. This is literally the definition of a slave: you work, your

wife get money. Things have been like this for decades. Yeah, “men are

still in charge of everything”, right? It’s like saying “See, the president of

america is a man(joe biden). Men are still in charge of everything in

america.”

• Replies: @spacewanderer
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58. Rich says:

January 24, 2023 at 2:25 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

As a personal friend of Genghis Khan, I can assure you he stood about

5’9″. Tall for his era, I suppose, but no Prussian. A child’s wagon wheel

could be 3 feet high, I suppose, but the wagon used was much higher.

Doesn’t change the fact that a taller man is a larger target for a bullet or

an arrow or a sharp stone from a slingshot, Goliath. How are you coping

with those knee problems?

• Replies: @Kratoklastes
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59. Rich says:

@Supply and Demand

“Cope”? Are you a chick? Men don’t “cope” or use the word, princess.

• Replies: @Supply and Demand
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60. JR Foley says:

@Zane

Go to the Ukraine now and sacrifice yourself to the American Dream —-
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61. JR Foley says:

January 24, 2023 at 2:36 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@smetana

Who cares about Japan—a nation of thugs and has beens. The best thing

for the ugly Japs to do is to join NATO since Russia never had a peace

treaty with these Shinzo Abe’s deadbeats and then ” do them in” after the

Ukraine ——the Japs only have one friend –the United Snakes of America

under the leadership of a man in diapers surrounded by 10 of 11 Advisors

–ugly war mongering Jews –Yellen and Blinken all the way back to

Barabbas ——-a pair of misfits on the World Stage –the third being Davos

and Greta Thundberg —-

• LOL: Realist

• Troll: follyofwar
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62. Anonymous in Japan says:

January 24, 2023 at 3:17 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I have lived in Japan for more than 30 years and have seen the declining

interest in marriage and childbearing firsthand. Of the 17 people in my

company, only 5 have been married with children. 3 are married with no

children (2 deliberately, 1 now trying) and 9 are single. Only one of the

married people with children has more than 2. He actually has 7 kids, but

has been married four times and is old school Japanese macho. More and

more Japanese think that getting married is troublesome and that raising

children is expensive. I have also seen over the years the career girls who

save up their cash, get married late and then spend their cash on

infertility treatments that are hit and miss.

• Replies: @spacewanderer, @Dumbo
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63. spacewanderer says:

January 24, 2023 at 3:39 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 1,500 Words   ↑
@spacewanderer

Anglin’s general understanding(or stance) about “feminism in Japan(or

Asia)” goes like this:

1) Asian countries don’t have feminism, because their general population

is autistic in some sense and therefore can’t understand what a

feminism(or political correctness) is.

 
2) In summary, Asian societies are not feminist, Asian women are not

feminist, Asian men are not feminist. Their birth rate collapse is (unlike

the West) NOT because of feminism, but because of material abundance

and Asian men being such a feminized faggot and jerking off of Anime

girls, again for no reason other than their men being such an abominable

soy faggots, even though Asian societies are not feminist and Asian

women are (unlike, say, western women) not feminist and sufficiently

reasonable.

At least these are the impressions I have got from his sporadic covers

about feminism in Japan. I’m going to dispute these points, and argue

that Asian societies(at least Japan and South Korea) are

hardcore feminists in every possible sense of the term. Let me

start from the governmental/institutional point of view(after that I’ll

cover other point of views as well).

Japanese government has been a hardcore feminist for decades now.

They spend enormous amounts of budget into “women’s empowerment”.

For example, look at this:

https://www.japan.go.jp/diversity/women/index.html

It’s not just a ‘show-off’ for western media. They even have an official

government department solely devoted for feminism and gender equality:

https://www.gender.go.jp/

And of course all of these feminist policies are legally enforced. Japanese

law enforces people to give various privileges to women in every

workplaces. There are a myriad of academic scholarships exclusively for

women. Even the official societal goal of Japanese government is

“to make the society where career women flourish(女性が活躍す
る社会)”. You are given preferential treatment on wage, employment,

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=spacewanderer
https://www.japan.go.jp/diversity/women/index.html
https://www.gender.go.jp/
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promotion, and many more for simply being female, by the law. There are

like 6 millions of more examples about this, but I think these are enough

for the main point.

Let me get to the next point, the rape hoax. In Japan, the standard for

‘sexual crime’ is basically “men bad + guilty until proved otherwise”. If a

woman accuses you of some kind ‘sexual harassment’ based on nothing,

that’s the end of your career.

 
If you have a solid counter-proof, then you can eventually escape the legal

punishment after 6 months or something. But during that period your life

is already totally ruined, you lost everything, and there is no punishment

on the woman for false accusation whatsoever. It was like, “Well, it seems

that we’re wrong. That woman was lying all along. Haha, sorry! Now get

the fuck off.”

There was a real incident where a “6”(this is not a typo for say, 16 or

something) years old girl intentionally used this system and accused an

innocent salaryman for fun. This man immediately lost everything and

locked up in prison for 6 months. After 6 months of intense investigation,

it was proved that he did nothing wrong. So he was freed from prison, but

didn’t get any compensation for everything he lost. All for a 6-year-old

cunt’s ‘fun’.

In another incident, a 20-something woman accused a man for “sexual

harassment” in subway based on nothing. Shortly after, this woman

admitted herself that everything is a total lie and she just did it because ‘it

was her stressful day, and she needed to relieve it with something.’ So this

woman basically admitted that she completely destroyed a random man’s

life for ‘relieving her stress’. And.. this woman also didn’t get any kind of

punishment, at all.

I want to emphasize that these cases are NOT some rare exceptions. This

is the standard in Japan. Enough said, I guess.

But you know what? It’s still much better than South Korea, the worst

Korea. In South Korea, you don’t get “guilty until proved otherwise”.

Instead you get “guilty even if you can prove otherwise”. I wish I am

lying here, but it’s a fact. A man absolutely proved he is innocent in court

with totally legal CCTV data, and he was punished regardless based on the

accuser(woman)’s claim alone. Search “보배드림 사건”, if you know

Korean language.
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Of course there are some exceptions, both in Japan and South Korea, but

it’s the same with the West. Some rare exceptions do not disprove the

general rule.

Next, marriage. Admittedly Japan does not have ‘no fault divorce’ per se

like the West. Instead, they have ‘divorce for personality difference’. Of

course custody is given to women for virtually every cases, and you must

pay for the child support. Admittedly the assets are not ‘all’ given to

women, but it’s half-divided. Maybe this is a ‘patriarchy’, because it’s

somehow slightly less feminist than the West where all of the assets just

go to female, I guess. And of course, the “DV” accusations are rampant in

modern Japan. It’s all the same story you are familiar with in the West.

There is a popular ‘children’s Anime series’ in Japan for feminist

brainwashing which is called “precure”(you can search this – it’s big). The

show’s official slogan is “girls want to be violent!” “girls can be a prince”

“boys can be princesses” and so on. In the show, girls do fistfights with

some magic stuff with another female villain. Boys(or men in general) are

totally helpless and weak, who need the mighty, strong and independent

“precures”’ protection to survive.

It’s not even just a random one-shot show. It’s a decades-long ‘franchise’

like the Marvel movies in the West. In recent seasons, it went much more

aggressive and made the boys ‘weak princess’(this is not an analogy, the

boys are literally called as ‘princess’) who waits for the strong and

powerful girls’ rescue. And the worst of all is the fact that this is heavily

recommended and advertised as children’s show(for 3 years

old and older), and the retarded parents actually show this to their

children.

I once saw Anglin’s meme in Daily Stormer’s memetic monday post which

are implying “Abe was assassinated because Abe said Japanese people to

have sex, and they don’t like it”. Judging from his other writings about

feminism, it seems that Anglin strongly agree with the fact that in a

feminist society, it’s not actually a man’s fault to not be married. So, the

implication here is that “Japan is not a feminist society. Unlike the West

where men are victim and really have no choice, Japanese men are not

‘victim’ and should be married, and it has nothing to do with feminism”.
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This is not true. You can say Asian men nowadays are extreme faggots,

feminized or whatever(all of which are true by the way), but this is not

true. It sounds exactly like the male feminists in the West saying “men

must man up and get married, it’s not women’s fault and it’s not

feminism’s fault. It’s men’s fault that they are not married”. But it’s not

true. Japanese men can’t get married just exactly like western men. This

is a feminist society, pretty hardcore. Japanese men(or South Korean

men) have no choices any more than western men.

Japan is dying, degenerate society, but it’s not because they are

‘homosexual pedophiles’ like Anglin said several times before. Modern

Japanese men are emasculated, feminized cucks, but these people are not

‘homosexual pedophiles’. Japan is a feminist society. If anything, you

can take Japan and South Korea as solid real life proofs that

even if you don’t get immigration or race issues, your country

can be totally destroyed by feminism and feminism alone.

Here in Asia, you don’t have blacks or any other privileged class of

identity politics. It’s just women and women only. So the result is that

every single jewish social engineering efforts went to feminism, instead

of being divided into various other things. We are doomed by feminism,

and Japan/South Korea is as feminist as it gets. Also, it’s not just some

‘modern phenomenon’, it’s decades-old, started from 1945.

Lastly, this is not something that “Japanese people voluntarily chose” any

more than European people “voluntarily chose” feminism. There is a book

which explains the early US occupation of Japan in 1945-1952, and their

operation for imposing feminism on Japan. The title is “Pedagogy of

Democracy: Feminism and the Cold War in the U.S. Occupation of

Japan”.

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/6541918-pedagogy-of-

democracy

You can download the ebook from library genesis. The US imposed

feminism on Japan from the very start, just like Afghanistan. In

fact, “imposing feminism on Japan” was the very first and foremost

objective of the occupation forces. Japan is an occupied country just like

Germany. It’s not “ruled by Japanese people” any more than the

European countries are “ruled by European people”.

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/6541918-pedagogy-of-democracy
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This is not a personal attack on Anglin or something. I respect and

appreciate Anglin for his great contributions on the jewish Question, the

Women Question and much more. But unfortunately he is so deadly

wrong about this topic, so I’m just correcting the obvious and serious

errors.

• Thanks: nokangaroos

• Replies: @James Forrestal, @Anonymous
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64. spacewanderer says:

January 24, 2023 at 4:03 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous in Japan

I have also seen over the years the career girls who save up their cash, get married late and then
spend their cash on infertility treatments that are hit and miss.

Yeah, it’s hilarious. One just can’t “have it all”, I guess. LOL

Honestly, that “infertility treatments” for used up old sluts should be

banned by law. Any women who are childless until 30(still too generous)

must be permanently sterilized.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

65. Anonymous[400] • Disclaimer says:

January 24, 2023 at 4:43 am GMT • 3.2 days ago   ↑
@Rahan

These two “women” look like men to me. I think you would have to be a

closeted fag to be attracted to them.

Even a below average southeast Asian woman would look better. That’s

why they ain’t marrying Pakistains.

• Replies: @Rahan, @Commentator Mike
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66. anonymouseperson says:

January 24, 2023 at 5:06 am GMT • 3.2 days ago   ↑
The problem is NEVER population decline, but population

REPLACEMENT.

• Agree: Sollipsist

• Replies: @Anon

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

67. Kratoklastes says:

January 24, 2023 at 5:48 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rich

“[snip]Genghis Khan [snip] stood about 5’9″. Tall for his era [snip]”

Phenomenally unlikely that Temujin was that tall. Your Mongol is a

low-slung chap – probably helps reduce wind resistance, or reduces stress

on the ponies.

My mentor – who was always stopped and searched on entry into the US

when he was at Harvard as a PhD student (in the late 60s) because he

looked like a Gyppo – used to quip that at 5’6″ he was ‘average height –

for a man – in 1908‘.

If the legends are true, Richard Coeur de Lion was 6’5″; Karl Magnus

(Charlemagne) was 6’7″, as was Pyotr Alekseevich Romanov (Peter the

Great). Henry VIII was 6’3″.

History does not relate how their knees held up – because they weren’t on

their knees often (except when they were giving it to shorter men’s

women, doggy-style).

KEK

• Replies: @Anon, @nokangaroos, @Rich

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

68. Wokechoke says:

January 24, 2023 at 6:00 am GMT • 3.2 days ago   ↑
@Mahcus

A mere 100, 000,000 Russians in the Russian federation. It’s just the

largest white ethnic group anywhere.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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69. Alrenous says: • Website

January 24, 2023 at 6:16 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
Japan has divorce, which means they have feminism, and it’s almost

certainly the primary driver behind the declining birth rate.

If you have divorce, it’s not really marriage. If it’s not marriage, it’s

fornication. If it’s fornication, the woman is a whore. She doesn’t want to

have kids, and the John (“husband”) doesn’t want to have kids with her

either. Bonus: the kids don’t want to have a whore mom, and would

rather not exist.

a modern economy is not designed to ever shrink, and trying to shrink it would cause a
catastrophic failure.

A Fascist economy.

The economy can shrink just fine. Firms downsize all the time. The

problem is the government. Black governments are cancer. Cancer does

not downsize. If the population shrinks and the government doesn’t, the

government rapidly becomes unsustainable.

Cancer does not go quietly into that good night. Tends to go out with a

bang, not a whimper.

Not to mention the scam rapidly becomes clear when services decline but

the fees don’t.

On the topic of Fascism, ironically the Feudal inclusions in the Japanese

economy, although excellent in many ways, are broken in precisely the

ways required to make the whole marriage thing worse.

If you don’t spend time with your wife, you’re not a husband. It’s a social

relationship, not a legal one.

 
If you don’t spend time with your kids, you’re not a father.

 
Kids need a mother who is married to their father.

Japan’s public schools seem optimized to ensure adult Japs can’t have

social relationships with anyone at all, except when explicitly commanded

to do so by the State.

New York has been rich and overcrowded for more than a century, and the population has only
recently surrendered to fate.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Alrenous
https://alrenous.blogspot.com/
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It also “surrendered to fate” in the 1980s, which was also a period of peak

anarcho-tyranny, when laws simply weren’t enforced against criminals.

 
For some reason Singapore isn’t “surrendering to fate” except of course

that whole divorce thing.

Americans should stay out of other people’s business.

Sticking their nose where their nose has no business being is the entire

point of America. If you want to stop being irresponsible like that, you

have to give up being American.

In terms of violent conflict – the US military has surrounded China completely, they are occupying
internationally recognized Chinese territory, and China just keeps saying “please just try to be
more polite, sirs.”

…yeah, because they’re surrounded. It’s not like this rudeness doesn’t

merit a violent response, it’s just that China can’t get away with it yet.

It’s true that if America wasn’t rude China would have no interest in

expanding, however. Expansionism is very much Western vice. It’s that

universal morality thing. If you have a universal truth and you force

someone else to believe it, why, you’re just doing them a favour, now

aren’t you?

Assuming there isn’t going to be a catastrophic world war (which would be a silly assumption at
this point)

“The more my predictions don’t come true the more right I was.”

Reasoning with religious fanatics is a fool’s errand.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

70. Alrenous says: • Website

January 24, 2023 at 6:25 am GMT • 3.1 days ago   ↑
Last I checked, the only country in the world with legal marriage is the

Philippines.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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71. Alrenous says: • Website

January 24, 2023 at 6:35 am GMT • 3.1 days ago   ↑
@Erik Sieven

China has largely de-communized, but retains a powerful fondness for

Potemkin statistics. I like to think they keep accurate but secret internal

numbers. However, everything public is pure fraud, with maybe some

fudge to taste.

• Replies: @GomezAdddams, @Jake Dee
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72. Tdstype2 says:

January 24, 2023 at 6:52 am GMT • 3.1 days ago   ↑
You surprised me with how much you understand about Asians! Its quite

rare to have a white guy actually understand them to the extent you have

shown instead of spewing nonsense !

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

73. Lajos says:

January 24, 2023 at 7:20 am GMT • 3.1 days ago   ↑
What happened to the site?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

74. Anon[410] • Disclaimer says:

January 24, 2023 at 7:43 am GMT • 3.1 days ago   ↑
@anonymouseperson

Replacement is caused by population decline.

Why are so many eco-fashy idiots incapable of understanding basic

maths?

Do you actually believe the immigrants added since 1965 would have been

sufficient to replace the white majority if their fertility had remained well

above replacement where it was in the 1960s?

• Replies: @Che Guava, @Dumbo, @anonymouseperson
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75. Dumbo says:

January 24, 2023 at 8:39 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

Er… I would have settled with simply not bringing them all over the

world, first with slavery then with immigration. Just leave them in Africa.

However if Africa had been colonized earlier, perhaps their destiny would

have been that of the red Indians? I don’t know. Africa is too hot and

Europeans didn’t have the numbers. On the other hand, Europeans did

settle in high numbers in South Africa, which I guess is the least warm

part of Africa?

Oh well, too late now. A Bantu planet is our future!!!!! Wakanda

Forever!!!

• Replies: @al gore rhythms

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

76. Dumbo says:

January 24, 2023 at 8:55 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous in Japan

I’ve never been to Japan, but I watched a lot of Japanese movies and TV

series. Feminism is a real issue there. Lots of incel men and childless

working women. But I guess it’s less in-your-face than in Western

countries, where women dress as prostitutes and welcome rapefugees and

march for the right to kill their babies.

• Agree: Che Guava

• Replies: @spacewanderer
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77. animalogic says:

January 24, 2023 at 9:53 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Supply and Demand

Let me get this straight — “short men” should not be able to reproduce

because they are short?

 
Assuming you are not being ironic, Isn’t that just a bit… nuts?

 
And just what is short? 4’10?, 5’2?, 5’5? …

 
Incidentally, I believe the average Roman soldier was in the 5’5 area (for

what it’s worth).

• Replies: @Supply and Demand

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

78. Gordon Bennett says:

January 24, 2023 at 9:53 am GMT • 3.0 days ago   ↑
Daily Stormer site down – any alternatives ?

• Replies: @Che Guava
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79. Kurt Knispel says:

January 24, 2023 at 9:54 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chris Moore

The cuck bible is The Denial of Jesus. ZOG is the producer of the bible

and christianinsanity. God made you and little Jewish men made

religions to imprison Manna (religiousness). Let there only be You &

Jesus. No bible, no evangelicals (and of course no Kurt Knispel) between

you and your beloved Jesus.

 
Your truth and your love is everything (says the cuck preacher Kurt

Knispel).
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80. Supply and Demand says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 9:59 am GMT • 3.0 days ago   ↑
@Rich

Men don’t invent fantasy world strawmen where only five-foot-six

midgets survive some random war either.

Manlets? Certainly. Because they need to cope.

• LOL: Rich

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

81. spacewanderer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 10:43 am GMT • 3.0 days ago   ↑
@Dumbo

where women dress as prostitutes and welcome rapefugees and march for the right to kill their
babies.

Except for the rapefugee thing, the other two are also in Japan(and

Korea).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

82. GomezAdddams says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:15 am GMT • 2.9 days ago   ↑
@Alrenous

Go to Harvard—your PHD is waitong.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

83. Anon[326] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:24 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kratoklastes

Who said Genghis Khan was an average Mongol or that Mongols today

are representative of the warlike kind?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genghis_Khan

According to Paul Ratchnevsky, the Song dynasty envoy Zhao Hong who visited the Mongols in
1221,[130] described Genghis Khan as “of tall and majestic stature, his brow is broad and his
beard is long”.[128]
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84. Supply and Demand says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:29 am GMT • 2.9 days ago   ↑
@animalogic

5’9 should be cutoff. Everyone shorter should be sterilized and/or

castrated at age 21, when growth usually ends. Would solve many

problems.

• Replies: @animalogic
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85. Anonymous[420] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:37 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Dumbo

There is something odd in the fact that basically every country everywhere is having sub-
replacement birthrates

The heuristic is that every industrialized country after WW II stopped

reproducing its human population. The non-industrialized countries

reproduced strongly, in some cases up to the Malthusian limit of a

malnourished and sick society (e.g. the Middle East). Other societies are

on their way to the Malthusian limits.

Within industrialized countries , association with industry (to include

administration and finance) is associated with below replacement

reproduction.

This might be associated with difference in women’s personalities. Using

the OCEAN system of personality classification, women differ most from

men in N, “neutroticism”. Neuroticism is a euphemism, there is nothing

wrong with women’s neurons. In English, “Neuroticism” would be called

“Fear”. Women are perennially afraid, including fear of their husbands

and fear of admitting their fear. https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Q3WsgZZtL50 actually gives a good summary of this from the woman’s

point of view. (I know it’s slick media for women, but give it a chance.)

Note that the successful part of Feminist propaganda was making women

terrified of men and completely untrusting of men as protectors and

supporters. Women were made terrified of their one refuge, and laws

were passed making that one refuge unsafe.

Or, it might be associated with men’s psychology. I once worked for a very

large industrial conglomerate, and the very first thing they did was have

me sign over all my engineering ideas to them. Then, they put me to work

for about two years doing nothing — quite literally nothing, while not

communicating with me at all, and demanding 48 hour work weeks. For

two years. To do no work. And remain unmarried.

 
Why? Well, part of it was that my salary was apparently charged off to the

Federal Government. However, I think that another part of it was male

psychology in dealing with other men. Other men are always seen as

sexual competitors, or (if married) as competitors for resources. There is

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3WsgZZtL50
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a tendency to (figuratively) to effectively castrate male employees, with

the lack of family seen as a way of extracting more work from the

employees. Women are treated as “honorary men” in this regard.

Or, of course, it may be from something completely different.

In any case, even married men are denied women’s respect and trust.

To be fully hit by the above, you have to be smart enough to

read/understand the propaganda and you need to have a job. In a slogan:

Industry sterilizes.

The next question is why this should be true only after WW II. Before

that, industrialized countries had growing populations.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

86. nokangaroos says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:38 am GMT • 2.9 days ago   ↑
@Kratoklastes

Temujin “of the grey-eyed Kyuts” invented the Mongols by uniting the

tribes

 
and giving them the Law (“Yassa”) and the Uighur script. Did I mention

his

 
grandmother was “raped by a blond god”?
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87. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:47 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor

God, what a foolish idiots always remain.

The only thing that ever really scared Jews and kept them in line, for

centuries, was historic Christianity and Christendom. Jews can out fascist

and out social-Darwinian any whites, easily, every day of every year,

forever. They can out Marxist whites, out Capitalist whites, out atheist

whites, out secular democracy whites, out Satanist whites.

Either you have Christ and Christendom, or you get Chaos controlled by

Jews.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc

• Replies: @John Pepple
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88. Che Guava says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 12:36 pm GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Levtraro

1985 they willingly participated

Retarded on multiple levels. Why specifically 1985? The U.S. economic

attacks on Japan started a few years earlier than that, continued into the

nineties, then became zio-U.S. attacks or grabs on the back of unwise

investments in the bubble-economy years.

Sony’s investment in Hollywood and subsequent hostile takeover by Jews

(although they leave the tech. parts alone, SCE in particular, some other

tech. parts of the company are again allowed to make interesting trial

products at times, but there were none for many years) is the best

example of the latter.

• Replies: @Levtraro
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89. Rich says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 12:55 pm GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kratoklastes

It’s not from kneeling that the knees go bad, it’s from carrying the larger

frame. A taller man engaged in warring, hunting or even sports will find

their knees getting painful by their late thirties, early 40s. I can’t speak to

the knees of historical kings, but the taller fellows I played sports with

and served in the military with, all have bad knees, and, unfortunately for

them, made larger targets for snipers and enemy soldiers. They had a

definite advantage on the basketball court in our teens and twenties,

though, I’ll give you that. In the old South plantation owners preferred

their slaves to be tall, too, so there’s that “advantage” also.
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90. Che Guava says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 1:04 pm GMT • 2.9 days ago   ↑
@Gordon Bennett

It’s still up as the Tor site, I would guess. Would post the link, have

recorded it, but can’t find it right now.
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91. don't care says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 1:14 pm GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It’s really tiring how you people always imply that the japanese are going

to go extinct. You are seriously dumb if you believe that. Besides, japan is

an overpopulated small island. How many millions more do expect them

to pop out every year?

I never understood the WN fixation on japan’s birthrate. You aren’t

japanese. Even the japanese don’t give a shit, only their big corporations

do because of the impact that fewer office drones with 150 hour

workweeks has on muh profits.

• Agree: ThreeCranes

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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92. spacewanderer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 1:19 pm GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dumbo

There is something odd in the fact that basically every country everywhere is having sub-
replacement birthrates

That’s because basically every country everywhere – including China,

Russia and so on – has feminism and their government eagerly imposes it

on their population.

There is no exception to this rule. No, never. If you have found a country

which is supposedly not feminist and has sub-replacement birthrates,

then it’s either 1) your birthrate statistics is wrong or 2) your information

about feminism is wrong and it is actually a feminist society. Japan’s

birthrate is 1.3 because it is one of the most feminist country in the world.

Sounth Korea’s birthrate is 0.8 because it is the most feminist country in

the world. It’s that simple.
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93. Che Guava says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 1:41 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

Do you actually believe that infinite population explosion is a good thing?

Considering where it happens, it will be a disaster.

Anyway, you are among the many always posting as ‘Anon’ or

‘Anonymous’, so your views should be taken as nothing by others.

STOP AID TO AFRICA AND ALL OTHER OVERPOPULATING PUS-

HOLES!
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94. Joe Paluka says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 1:49 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago   ↑
@Rahan

Those women are extreme outliers in Pakistan, the typical paki woman

looks like this. Even Chinamen have some taste.

• LOL: Zane

• Replies: @Jugon
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95. Jap Destroyer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 1:49 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Japanese are degenerate trash. Tentacles, paedophilia, niggers in

their porn, niggers given shows on Japanese tv, nigger Naomi Osaka the

face of the Tokyo Olympics whereas half White Aileen Gu face of the

Chinese Olympics. China is taking over and not a minute too soon. Let

them wipe out the degenerate Japanese.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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96. al gore rhythms says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 1:58 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Dumbo

The Indians were wiped out by European viruses, whereas malaria

restricted European expansion into Africa.

I don’t understand why nations like Japan don’t view this as a national

crisis and treat it as such. Try different things–for example, single or co-

ed sex schools, or enrolling boys in boxing classes or military service to

try and butch them up a bit. Have structured activities such as dances in

which boys and girls get to meet and some instruction and ‘real talk’ is

given to the boys about ways to approach girls. Make family formation a

part of the ethos of their schooling, so that people understand how

important it is.

And the media can do a lot to either hide or reveal the impact of low

fertility. For example, in Germany at the moment there is a lot of talk

about the ‘skills shortage’. They treat this as an economic issue, whereas it

could be framed as a family formation issue, because the lack of German

fertility is the root cause for the lack of skilled labour–and the proposed

solutions, more ‘flexible’ working for women and immigration, will only

make the problem worse.

• Replies: @Dumbo
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97. animalogic says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 2:17 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago   ↑
@Supply and Demand

I’ll be quite frank — I don’t get it. What’s so wrong about not being tall ?

Your views are so extreme it seems like you must be taking the piss.

 
Anyway Unz caters for even more strange views, so…. bully for you.

• Replies: @Supply and Demand, @Random Anonymous
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98. Jugon says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 2:59 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Supply and Demand

Mail order bride from Pakistan does exist in China although the number

isn’t as high from countries like Vietnam or some south east Asian

countries.However all of those Pakistani brides are Christian Punjabis.In

fact a Pakistani pastor was arrested for running bride trafficking ring after

some of the women complained to embassy and families about abuse in

China.I doubt a Muslim Pakistani family will let their daughter marry an

atheist men . Interesting fact about Christians in Pakistan is that many

are converts from Hindu dalits in the 19th century
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99. Jugon says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago   ↑
@Joe Paluka

That’s not a paki lady.most likely an Indian lady or Bangladeshi one.Sure

there are Pakistani who look like this but it’s mostly those of Punjabi

ethnolinguistic group .A pashtun lady is a beauty

• Replies: @RadicalCenter, @Joe Paluka
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100. Supply and Demand says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 3:20 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago   ↑
@animalogic

Look at all the evil conservatives in America: they are all midgets under 6

feet tall. Shapiro, Walsh, Peterson, Tucker Carlson. What is so sad about

it is that Trump abandoned the tall Democrat master race to slum it with

those disgusting people.

• Replies: @Dnought
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101. Dumbo says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@al gore rhythms

Have structured activities such as dances in which boys and girls get to meet and some instruction
and ‘real talk’ is given to the boys about ways to approach girls.

Nah. Japan, until more or less recently (1960s), had a tradition based

mostly on arranged marriages. Just watch any Ozu movie. The parents

would choose and arrange meetings between the bride and potential

suitors. The daughter would have the final say, sure, but, save some

exceptions, it was arranged by the parents or even matchmakers.

I think this is the way for Japan and other Asian countries. Just go back to

arranged marriages. It works for other cultures too (i.e. Muslims,

religious Jews — well, those groups have more cousin marriages, but it’s

similar).

For the West, it’s a bit more complicated, as we had a more individualistic

tradition from early on. But some sort of system needs to be worked out.

The whole problem is related to women’s current lack of any social or

sexual constraints, and the destruction of extended, multi-generational

families where the elders have some sort of authority over the younger

ones.
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102. ThreeCranes says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 3:34 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

Agree. In a healthy, normal world, China and Japan (and Europe) would

have done just that, expanded their surplus populations into Africa. Let

the strong rule or eliminate the weak. Christianity has corrupted basic

human instincts of the strong. The result is the emasculation we see

today. Nietzsche and Darwin are on the same page.

• Agree: Wokechoke
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103. James Forrestal says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 3:45 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@spacewanderer

Excellent points.

Here in Asia, you don’t have blacks or any other privileged class of identity politics. It’s just
women and women only. So the result is that every single jewish social engineering efforts went to
feminism, instead of being divided into various other things. We are doomed by feminism, and
Japan/South Korea is as feminist as it gets.

Perhaps not every semitic social engineering effort — I get the impression

that they’re really been ramping up the “need to import large numbers of

non-Japanese because muh ‘labor shortage’ and muh ‘diversity’” narrative

lately. And the “Rape of Nanking” and “comfort women” narratives are

Holycost Lite, of course. But yeah, I get your point.

Lastly, this is not something that “Japanese people voluntarily chose” any more than European
people “voluntarily chose” feminism. There is a book which explains the early US occupation of
Japan in 1945-1952, and their operation for imposing feminism on Japan. The title is “Pedagogy of
Democracy: Feminism and the Cold War in the U.S. Occupation of Japan”.

Yes. See also:

https://web.archive.org/web/20200805171545/https://www.onjewishm

atters.com/archives/8863

Beate Sirota Gordon (October 25, 1923 – December 30, 2012), was the

daughter of Russian Jewish parents who at 22 almost single-handedly

wrote “women’s rights” into the Constitution of modern Japan

And of course, it’s quite obvious that Japan is still quite literally an

occupied country; a vassal state of the Empire. And any outpost of the

Empire simply must promote sodomy and feminism. It’s a basic

requirement.

Seems rather analogous to this sort of behavior — only at the societal,

rather than the individual, level:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasitic_castration

Or perhaps it’s more than an analogy? Let’s ask Theodore Kaufman:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germany_Must_Perish!

• Thanks: spacewanderer

• Replies: @Rahan, @spacewanderer
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104. Brian Damage says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 3:52 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@SteveK9

Countries that are dying out can simply pay people to have children. And, I don’t mean a bonus or
some other BS, I mean enough money that raising children is free.

It will only work in countries with mostly productive people.

It is better to cut most of the welfare, create an economy where a single

income earner in a family can minimal support a family with two

children. Maternity support such as paid maternity leave, supported child

care, free medical care, free pre-school and free college. Those who do not

work, will not be able to afford it even they get free health care and free

college.

If it is 100% capitalistic, which I have zero problem with it, then it is only

the top percentile of people who will be OK. I mean the top 1%. The rest

can go figure it out themselves which is very difficult in the 21st century

where one needs at least an IQ of 110 to function competitively
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105. RadicalCenter says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 4:13 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Jugon

Pashtun ladies can be pretty alright, but aren’t Pashtuns only 15-20% of

Pakistan’s population? That would mean that the other 80-plus percent

are not substantially white European: they tend to look instead something

like the woman whom you said must be “Indian/Bangladeshi.”

Most Pakistanis (excluding Pashtuns) are indistinguishable from most

Indians (excluding the noticeably taller and more muscular Punjabis in

the NW, or the very small population of Portuguese/British-mixed

Indians found on and near Goa).

They are largely the same people genetically. The bulk of Pakis are

separated from their genetic brethren in India by pointless

“disagreements” between their stupid religions — to make it even better,

the conflict is usually over ideas and assertions that are unproven,

unprovable, implausible, and often not useful.
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106. John Pepple says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 4:36 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Shamu

Muslims can keep them in line, and Muslims probably will. Jews seem to

imagine that Muslims are their allies and can’t see (despite various blood-

curdling terrorist attacks against Jews in France) that Muslims hate them.

And so they push for open borders and let as many Muslims in as

possible. It’s probably the stupidest thing anyone has ever done in the

history of the world.

Muslims will control the West by the end of this century, because the

West (thanks to our elites, whether Jewish or not) have no will to stand

up to them. Plus, the West is feminized, and any feminized society is

vulnerable to societies that aren’t. Muslim society is young and virile,

while the West is old and feminized, plus the West has foolishly let in the

enemy. Why would anyone think the West is going to win this encounter?

Not only will Muslims control the West by the end of this century, it’s

their best time ever for achieving their goal of conquering the world.

Japan has the will to stop them, unlike the West, but like the West, they

are old and (based on the comments here) feminized. China I used to

think would never be conquered, but they too are old, so I don’t know

anymore. Ditto for Eastern Europe. Still, in the pre-shrinkage world,

Muslims never had a chance in either area. Now they do.

The big confrontation of this century will be Muslims against non-

Muslims, though none of our elites want to admit this.

• Replies: @Anon
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107. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 4:41 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Che Guava

Why specifically 1985?

This reminds me of the famous dictum in luxury shops: if you need to ask

the price then most likely you cann’t afford to pay it. If you don’t know

what happened in 1985 then you shouldn’t have replied to me. Hint: find

out about the stupidest Japanese ever: he brewed sake.

• Troll: Che Guava

• Replies: @Che Guava
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108. Dnought says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 4:48 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago   ↑
@Supply and Demand

Yawn.

Peterson and Carlson are both over 6 feet tall.

• Replies: @Automatic Slim
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109. Brian Damage says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 4:49 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Ehrhardt

The main problem with the Chinese is that they are mostly consumerist drones, in order to raise
their birth rates, they need to fundamentally reshape their society* in a way which is just not
compatible with neoliberal financial policies and being a sweatshop for the West, which makes
them rich.

Having read the above, I know you have no idea what you are talking

about. Just a projection of your ignorance.

The Chinese, whether in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore or the

other Chinese diaspora, always have the highest savings rate compared to

other people. Credit debts are low or non existent.

 
All Chinese whether they are in China or outside, have the largest

percentage of homeownerships and invest most of their disposable

earnings. Consumerist drones? Americans afaik are the consumerist

drones. Living paycheck to paycheck and can’t even muster up $500 for

emergency expenses.

Chinese in China may seem like they are consumerist drones because of

that nouveau riche syndrome that affect people who suddenly have

money and want some semblance of the “high life”. Usually tacky and

tasteless. No different from Americans in the 1950s. Showing off tacky

sudden wealth to the disdains of war devastated Europeans.

What sweatshop for the West? You are 25 years behind my friend. In the

1990s and the earlier part of the 2000s, perhaps but not anymore. China’s

exports to the West is less than 10% of its GDP.

• Replies: @Anon
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110. Anon[238] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 5:09 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brian Damage

There is no saving. Nobody has ever saved money in the history of

mankind. You always lose your money to inflation, currency devaluation

and economic decline/state collapse. And you can never take it with you

when you die. Money isn’t about addition, it’s about multiplication. To get

money you have to spend money.

Ever noticed how “savers” never have any money when they need it?

• Replies: @Brian Damage
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111. Anon[238] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 5:12 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago   ↑
@John Pepple

You are dumber than donkey shit. The west is masculine; the Muslims are

feminine. That is why the last 300 years, and especially the last 40 years,

have consisted of European and American countries tag-team butt-

fucking the Arab world with zero repercussions. And no vaseline.

• Replies: @Rahan, @John Pepple
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112. bo says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 5:21 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
RE: Japan’s Declining Population and Global Sinoization

 
China is starting to do a little bit better with the birthrate thing. China

unfortunately did the “one child policy,” which everyone now sees as a

misstep. Chinese are much less depressed than the Japanese, but still very

big into the whole ancestors thing.

 
The problem in China, like everywhere else, is that women are stupid

whores and cannot be reasoned with. However, because China is not a

Jewed-up democracy, they can just ban all feminist propaganda and start

cutting off other avenues for sluts.

 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAAA, the truth always stings, often hurts… God

bless ya, Mr. Anglin.
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113. Dumbo says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 5:25 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

You moron, Japan doesn’t have immigration, so they don’t have

“replacement”! Duh!

“Basic math”, lol, what about “basic logic”?

It doesn’t matter if the birth rate is low in Europe, that is a problem, but

it’s a different problem than “replacement by immigrants”, which is

neither a solution (just an extra problem), nor applies to Japan (at least,

until now — maybe they will give in to the globalists eventually).

• Replies: @Anon
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114. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 5:36 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago   ↑
Talking about Chinese businessmen in Africa here’s a movie about one,

apparently based on a true story, with some artistic license perhaps:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hzpAduAiKKg
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115. Brian Damage says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 6:29 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Anon

There is no saving. Nobody has ever saved money in the history of mankind. You always lose your
money to inflation, currency devaluation and economic decline/state collapse. And you can never
take it with you when you die. Money isn’t about addition, it’s about multiplication. To get money
you have to spend money.

Ever noticed how “savers” never have any money when they need it?

Did I replied about inflation, fiat money valuation over time? I was

replying to that guy saying that the Chinese are “consumerist drones”

which is untrue. That guy, like many never travel anywhere but has lots of

opinions about other countries that he knows nothing about. Go travel

and open the eyes.

Then again, to reply to you… Many savers do no park their money in cash.

Only savers that are buying stuff they can’t afford by putting their cash in

tin jars for the rain check item in Walmart. Most savers have their savings

in tangible assets. And I know these savers have money when they need

em.

• Replies: @Twodees Partain
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116. Rahan says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 6:52 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

These two “women” look like men to me. I think you would have to be a closeted fag to be
attracted to them.

Even a below average southeast Asian woman would look better. That’s why they ain’t marrying
Pakistains.

If we are going into this direction, let’s be fair and go all the way.

European white women look like women until around 27-28 years of age.

This is followed by a transition period in which they look like less and less

passable trannies, and then the Slavic ones end up looking like Boris

Yeltsin in drag, the Germanic ones end up like Rod Stewart in drag, and

the Mediterranean ones become classical crones.

Even if we accept that South Asian and Middle Eastern white women

“look like dudes” to start with, with European white women the difference

is about a decade of potential femininity, in the all too fleeting period

between “loli” and “tranny”.

The only ethnic demographic capable of producing at least 25% of women

who look feminine all the way until suddenly turning into grannies, is the

mongoloid one.

If one wants a woman who does not turn into a pumpkin once the clock

strikes thirty, one does not take any type of white, brown, or black

woman. All else is ephemeral details.
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Unless, of course, one takes the DiCaprio route, and goes through

consecutive relationships until the point in which the woman starts the

process of morphing into an angry tranny, send her on her way with a

cash thank you basket, and then starts over with the next one.

Either that, or, yellow fever aside, a guy has to make his peace that even

the fairest shield maiden will turn into Rachel Levine once the warranty

runs out.

• Replies: @Wokechoke

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

117. Rahan says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 7:05 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago   ↑
@Anon

>The west is masculine; the Muslims are feminine, feminine people

cannot take over masculine civilizations.

And this is why women, jews, and gays never took over the west. The end.

• Replies: @Anon

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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118. Rahan says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 7:19 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@James Forrestal

Seems rather analogous to this sort of behavior — only at the societal, rather than the individual,
level:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasitic_castration

Hear hear. Not something I would apply specifically to Eastern Asia,

rather to the Western tip of Eurasia and some colonial offshoots, but hear

hear.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

119. brostoevsky says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 8:06 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@xyzxy

I believe you’re on to something regarding the Japanese making deals

with China. Clearly, Tokyo sees the writing on the wall. They are

continuing with their investments and participation in the Russian

Sakhalin Oil projects. It’s a hedge for them. Maybe, they’ll finally sign a

peace treaty with Russia over the Kuril Islands officially ending WWII

technically. One thing is for sure if America loses control of all of its

vassals and the global narrative Japan will have to rethink their

geopolitical relations.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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120. Anon[200] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 8:36 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rahan

They didnt take over. Feminism and Jewish influence died in the West a

long time ago, now feminists are getting their civil rights taken and pure

Jews barely even exist anymore. Trannies are taking over women’s sports

and their magazine columns, nothing more.

Now go look at the pictures from Abu Ghraib. That actually happened less

than 20 years ago.

• Replies: @Rahan

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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121. Aryadeva says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 8:56 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
I don’t agree that the Chinese have “maintained vigor”. They’re a nation of

awkward nerds addicted to video games and hentai like everywhere else

in Northeast Asia.

The more salient difference is that the CCP recognizes the problem and is

taking steps to fix it. See: Xi’s crackdown on cram schools (useless

money- and time-sinks and nerd factories) and online video games, and

promotion of physical education in schools. We’ll have to wait a few years

to see if it works.

If Japan were smart, they would ban cram schools, ban pornography,

introduce similar restrictions on video games, and make basic proficiency

in a combat sport and strength training a requirement for men to

graduate high school.

However, the values of their American constitution have actually

penetrated quite deeply into the national consciousness. People care too

much about personal liberties and value-neutrality to accept this kind of

thing. (A friend who works in local government in Japan has informed me

that he’s received complaints from citizens just because of Kishida

announcing an intention to fix the problem – they say the decision to

have children is too personal for government to intrude upon – even

though Kishida is really just talking about incentives and not “intrusion”

at all.)

The “Sinicization of Japan” will never happen. Fewer Chinese want to go

to Japan than did a few decades ago. The economic incentives of

migration to Japan are near evaporating. The labour market is difficult to

break into even with high Japanese language proficiency – companies

prioritize hiring fresh grads and training them over a period of years –

without a specialized, transferable, and economically valuable skill,

opportunities for jumping straight in are limited. Chinese who want a

higher income or better quality of life overwhelmingly prefer English-

speaking countries, especially the USA. Even Canada and Australia are

perceived as second-best destinations for emigrants.

Conversely, despite the huge absolute wealth gap and dwindling relative

wealth gap, Chinese people have a worse perception in Japan than they

do in the USA. (Therefore, Japanese girls don’t give it up easily for

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Aryadeva
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Chinese guys.) Maybe they’re perceived similarly to Russians in pre-2022

Europe – thick accents, mostly uncouth and broke, some are uncouth and

comically rich.

Also, the cultural influence of China in Japan is not good. American

popular culture and “moral” “values” are big. Korean dramas, music, and

fashion are huge. China is practically culturally invisible and is more often

the object of ridicule.

As for Japan’s prospects with a shrinking population – they aren’t

necessarily catastrophic in the long term, but they do need to get over the

present demographic hump. Supporting all the old folks is a huge burden,

but it’ll be easier once they die off.

Japan’s immigration policy is already lax. It’s generally not a desirable

destination for Asian immigrants anyway because of the language barrier,

and because salaries are significantly lower than in the English speaking

world. I don’t really see a “flood of immigrants” happening no matter

what the government does.

• Replies: @Anon

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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122. Anon[207] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 9:13 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Dumbo

A common misconception among those who have never been to Japan, is

that Japan has no foreigners.

Tourism is an essential part of Japan’s economy. Don’t be fooled by the

naturalization statistics. At any given time Japan has just as many

foreigners as France does non-whites.

40m is roughly 30% of Japan’s population, which was already 3%

naturalized foreigner.

You dumb bastard. Japan has a ton of undocumented and temporary

immigrants as well. Japanese will of course be replaced. They gave in to

globalism a long time ago, and they lose more and more influence the less

fertile they become. Lots of blacks walking about in Tokyo.

The future only belongs to people who show up. You just want to bitch

about immigrants and vote every 2 years but don’t want to do the real

heavy lifting. Because you are a stupid, lazy, cowardly sumovabitch.
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123. Anon[207] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 9:18 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago   ↑
@Aryadeva

I hope all these redneck Gen X cucks here who worship Japan get

DONKEY FUCKED.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

124. John Pepple says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 9:23 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Anon

And yet we in the West somehow couldn’t protect those girls trafficked in

towns like Rotherham in northern England. Nor could we prevent Theo

van Gogh’s throat from being slit in broad daylight on the streets of

Amsterdam, nor the massacre of the people at Charlie Hebdo. Bruce

Bawer, the gay writer, says that gay bars in Amsterdam have closed

because too many gays were getting beat up by Muslims. We couldn’t

prevent that, either.

No matter what we have done to Muslim countries, when Muslims do

something outrageous here in the West, we chose a feminine rather than

a masculine response. When the fatwa was issued against Salman

Rushdie, we should have rounded up those calling for his death and

exiled them. That would have sent a message and would have saved us a

lot of problems later on, but we basically did nothing. Ever since then, we

have let Muslims do whatever they want. The current brouhaha at

Hamline University is typical of what is happening. Despite the fact that

the instructor gave plenty of warning about the image of Muhammad that

was going to be shown, a Muslim complained. A response from muscular

secularists would have been to tell the complainer to go back to the

Muslim world if she couldn’t stand seeing an image of Muhammad.

Instead, the administration whined about the “harm” caused to the

student and fired the instructor.

There have been thousands of little clashes between Muslims and

Westerners in recent years, and almost always the West’s response has

been to give in to the Muslims, a very feminine reaction. And that’s why I

say they will be ruling us in a few decades.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain, @Anon, @Commentator Mike
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125. anonymouseperson says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 10:37 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago   ↑
@Anon

“Replacement is caused by population decline”.

NO. It is caused by degenerate politicians and their enablers, particularly

Jewish groups.

• Agree: Pat Kittle

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

126. spacewanderer says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 10:39 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@James Forrestal

I get the impression that they’re really been ramping up the “need to import large numbers of non-
Japanese because muh ‘labor shortage’ and muh ‘diversity’” narrative lately. And the “Rape of
Nanking” and “comfort women” narratives are Holycost Lite, of course. But yeah, I get your point.

You’re right. Thanks. And hey, that “parasitic castration” thing is so

absolutely on point. I always have thought that “a national castration” is

the most proper description of what’s going on in Japan since 1945.

Thanks for great information.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

127. Pat Kittle says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:05 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

It’s a tired talking point at this point, but: in white countries, the government/media was telling
everyone to have fewer kids because of global cooling or the ozone hole or whatever (this was pre-
global warming), and then when people did that they came out and said “well, you people aren’t
having enough kids, so we’re going to have to flood you with poor brown people.”

You are right, except it’s not a “tired talking point.”

8 billion + counting is FAR TOO MANY.

Whites stopped over-breeding — those who are still over-breeding ought

to have their irresponsibility rubbed in their faces.

And that includes Palestinians (which in no way excuses Eretz Yisrael’s

war criminals.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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128. Joe Paluka says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:07 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Jugon

Pashtans (the lightest group in Pakistan) make up only 18% of the

population out of 243 million, Sikhs are the largest group with 40%. That

woman could easily be a Sikh. I am very familiar with them as I have had

the misfortune of living near them all my life. A people that represent the

worst of India and carry on the same foul culture three or four

generations after their ancestors moved to the white world.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

129. Rahan says:Next New Comment

January 24, 2023 at 11:09 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

They didnt take over. Feminism and Jewish influence died in the West a long time ago, now
feminists are getting their civil rights taken and pure Jews barely even exist anymore. Trannies are
taking over women’s sports and their magazine columns, nothing more.

I see myself as fairly open-minded, and admit to being somewhat stuck in

the past.

Whenever you have the time and inclination, pls do a summary of how

the world works today.

This view will likely be attacked by some readers, but it’s always good to

just put something out there. We need a robust circulation of worldviews.

You never know who’ll see it and what other potentially interesting trains

of thought it may spark off.

• Replies: @Alrenous
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130. Priss Factor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 12:05 am GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
Tiger no like rabbit taking over.

A zoo in China organizes a “handover ceremony” for going from the year of the tiger to the year of
the rabbit ahead of the Chinese New Year.

The results can't have been entirely unexpected pic.twitter.com/8cfnv6ahWX

— Daniel Holland ॐ (@DannyDutch) January 22, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

131. Automatic Slim says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 12:09 am GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Dnought

The poster you’re addressing is not exactly known for truthful or rational

comments.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

132. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 12:58 am GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Pepple

Islam must remain freely chosen, and its tenets applicable ONLY to

Moslems. I would not insult Islam out of simple good manners, but if I

felt that I had to criticise it, and someone attacked me for it, then they and

their enablers must be severely punished by the State, which must protect

all. Anything else mimics the Jewish control of Western societies, and the

clash of absolutisms won’t end well.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

133. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:06 am GMT • 2.3 days ago   ↑
@Rahan

Older German girls look like Rod Stewart in drag. That’s funny stuff.
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134. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:40 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 700 Words   ↑
@Rahan

pls do a summary of how the world works today.

The mid-deep history is that Egypt screwed up and decided that the point

of having flesh was to stop having flesh.

Imagine buying a gallon of bleach for the purposes of getting rid of all

your bleach. It’s just kinda dumb.

Then, instead of allowing themselves to be corrected, they fell to Pride.

Lies are cancerous. To defend them, you eventually have to deny all of

Reality. They doubled down and allowed the cancer to metastasize. After

5000 years, here we are.

The lesser deep history is that Greeks are amazingly dishonest. They lie so

much and so intensely that something broke and created Socrates. From

Socrates you get science. From the rest of the Greeks you get everything

else.

Greek Sophism is the art of using logical fallacies to scam gullible rubes

into supporting your interests instead of their own.

 
Sophists reliably produce Egalitarian Democracy. If, formally speaking, a

mass of dumb, gullible peasants are in charge of the government – well,

then nobody can challenge Sophist rule, now can they? You’re not going

to out-lie the Sophist, it’s their job.

Egalitarianism both justifies Democracy and helps the Sophists hide their

behaviour. If you believe in Egalitarianism, when you see voters voting

exactly how they’re told to vote, you don’t go looking for a puppetmaster

– especially not a specific puppetmaster with a name and address. There

can’t be anyone specific, with specific ideas and interests. There’s no king.

No no! It’s “market forces” or whatever. Historical poltergeists – that

plate threw itself, see.

At the same time, Egalitarianism is self-reinforcing because it lionizes

Envy. Anyone who has ever been jealous supports Egalitarian rules, so as

to tear down the object of their sinful thoughts. There’s quite a few more

inferiors than superiors. Those prone to Envy have much to be Envious

about…

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Alrenous
https://alrenous.blogspot.com/
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(You can see the Egyptian flesh-negative ideas still survive in

Egalitarianism. The bodies don’t matter, only the souls, which are all

equal before God. Come secularism, this becomes transmuted into all the

bodies being identical, and equal before I Fucking Love Science. In

Reality, if you use Aristotle’s three-part soul paradigm, the true third part

is the gestalt of spirit and body. A sun is meaningless without a planet to

nourish.)

This means the Sophists doubly have to hide. If anyone notice they’re in

charge, they will be mobbed by an Envious mob. They are arch-viziers.

They merely “advise” you see. (Mind without force, which comes from the

body. Egyptian ideal.)

 
E.g. Schwab can’t be in charge of jack shit. If you, some random outsider,

can see he’s in charge of something, I can assure you his rivals figured it

out a long time ago, and organized a lynch mob. He’s a hollowed-out

puppet. A political cripple marched out to help focus blame away from

where it belongs.

As such, Democracy is a usurper regime. Nobody has even the trappings

of legitimate power. Everyone with real power usurped somebody else,

and they will lose power by being usurped in turn. Turns out lies are

insecure.

Having to hide makes it impossible to consolidate rule. As such, America,

while highly imperial/colonialist, is in fact many, many empires. I reckon

about 500 or so. Each with its own secret emperor. He (very occasionally

she) rules with an iron fist…until someone realizes he’s the emperor so

they can properly organize all his jealous rivals.

I figure someone outed Biden’s emperor recently and had him suicided or

whatever. Or perhaps more likely he died of ncov. Sophists can’t have

competent subordinates because they’ll just get usurped. Biden’s

puppetmaster died and the lieutenants are squabbling for supremacy

rather than trying to fend off the vultures. Perhaps having him be

president was intended to humiliate him and his whole clan. Perhaps his

former master’s mutts started the Ukraine war since they became

leashless. Too stupid to realize Russia would win. Both the Kremlin and

Foggy Bottom have an interest in depleting Pentagon armouries…
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Empire is always Sophist. Non-Sophists aren’t interested in that kind of

expansionism. Result: Empire is always weak, and always doomed. Lies

have a shelf life. When the lies go stale, the empire goes with them.

The thing about Sophist rule is you can just not listen. If you don’t let

them lie to you, it doesn’t matter how Sophisticated they are. “Does it

replicate?” If it hasn’t robustly replicated, they’re just lying. There’s no

need to think about it.

 
They key to success in America is to give up being American. Your

ancestors fucked right the hell up, but there’s no need to repeat their

catastrophic mistakes. They’re pretty obvious at this point. You can just…

not.

• Replies: @Rahan
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135. dogbumbreath says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 5:53 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

China is starting to do a little bit better with the birthrate thing. China unfortunately did the “one
child policy,” which everyone now sees as a misstep.

China adopted the one child policy because they were naive and believed

the experts at the “Club of Rome”. Yep, same group of “elites” pushing the

Scam-demic, Great Reset etc etc…

https://canadianpatriot.org/2022/11/26/the-club-of-rome-and-the-rise-

of-the-predictive-modelling-mafia/

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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136. Anon[264] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 6:02 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@John Pepple

Nobody cares about random assassinations of provocative trolls or a

handful workiny class sluts getting trafficked. On the other hand, a

handful of Russian and American soldiers have destroyed the Arab and

Irano-Afghan worlds in just 40 years, guaranteeing their doom.

• Replies: @John Pepple
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137. Zane says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 6:06 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
China is going nowhere.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

138. jinkforp says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 6:25 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If you do away with all the non-productive bullshit office jobs, the newly

unemployed women will be looking for employed men. And those men

can require the women to keep house and bear children, or get lost.

Liberal globohomo insists on propping up anybody but White men.

Remove the props and let the useless fail. I’m tired of carrying them.

-Discard

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

139. Random Anonymous says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 6:31 am GMT • 2.1 days ago   ↑
@animalogic

He’s just trolling you.
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140. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 7:32 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@John Pepple

Bruce Bawer, the gay writer, says that gay bars in Amsterdam have closed because too many gays
were getting beat up by Muslims.

You’re on the wrong website and wrong OP’s thread if you’re complaining

about that. Don’t you know that Omar Mateen is the OP’s hero and many

commenters here would choose the handle “my name is Omar Mateen” if

it hafn’t already been taken up? I suppose “I am Luca Traini” sounds

better by what do I know?

The problem is that these immigrants are now citizens and have all the

rights of other citizens and cannot be discriminated against in any way. I

hear some countries want to strip immigrant criminals of their citizenship

and deport them but I don’t see how that can work as that would surely be

unconstitutional. They should then have to do the same with their own

indigenous criminals but where to send them? Australia perhaps, like in

days of old?

I think short of a civil war there is nothing to be done and the longer that

is postponed the more likely it will be that the whites will be fighting to

establish some smaller enclaves for themselves in their former countries.

But do you see even that happening? More likely Europe and USA will

become something like Brazil, or even South Africa -the rainbow nation.

• Replies: @HeebHunter, @John Pepple
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141. Badger Down says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 8:51 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

“someone has to pay for the old people,”

Because it’s a Ponzi!

With a regular pension plan, you work 35 years and pay your dues each

month. When you retire, there’s a ton of money in the bank with your

name on it. That’s what old Grandma and Grandad Suzuki thought they

were doing all this time.

But no, Japan has a Ponzi. All that money they put in back in the 60s, 70s,

and so on has vanished up the government’s sleeve. Now the new marks

have to pay for the old.

Kishida’s party has a bad habit of coming up with wild ideas and just

dumping them on everybody without any discussion. Abe gets a state

funeral. Done deal. You’re paying. What?

In this latest scam we get a twofer: Population Panic (it’s gonna cost ya),

and We’ve decided to double “defence” (military) spending, we’re

shopping at the top from the US, and you’re paying.

• Replies: @Lord Shang
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142. HeebHunter says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 9:35 am GMT • 2.0 days ago   ↑
@Commentator Mike

The Sub-Humans will hug the WW2 kosher myths to their graves. Let

them rot in hell with their delusions.

• Replies: @Simple Pseudonuymic Handle
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143. Lord Shang says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 11:48 am GMT • 1.9 days ago   ↑
@Badger Down

And yet what’s hilarious is the level of Japan’s foreign exchange reserves.

This is hardly a poor country. Nor does it look like such from visitors’

accounts (I’ve never been, but have an interest in the situation there).
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144. T Vilhelmsson says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 2:29 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
Any news on what’s happened with https://dailystormer.in?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

145. Che Guava says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 2:57 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@xyzxy

Interesting. Doubt its true. Pakistani women? No way.

Benazir Bhutto (R.I.P) did look good with lots of make-up, but that was

an exception.

One of my Han Chinese friends was briefly dating a woman he decided

was a Uighur.

In telling me why he rejected her, he said she spoke with an accent and

was a european.

I met her once, that was a joke, she seemed to speak mandarin well, and

certainly didn’t look european, it is funny, my seemingly sane friend has a

dark undercurrent.

He now has a certified Han gf, likely to be wife. Good for him, but his

prev. gf seemed to be a nice person, his view of her was very strange.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

146. Truth says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
@smetana

Japan has it easy, just celebrate married couples’ 3rd child with a massive cash bonus.

Japanese women don’t want to have one child. It interferes with career

progress.

• Replies: @Anon
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147. Truth says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:12 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
@Rich

Joe Pesci, you just outed yourself…

• LOL: Rich

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

148. John Pepple says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:28 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

Nobody cares about random assassinations of provocative trolls or a handful workiny class sluts
getting trafficked.

Based on their rhetoric, leftist elites should have cared about these

people, and presumably did care about them, but not enough to help

them, the reason being that they are too feminine to provide the

protection that masculinity typically provides.

On the other hand, a handful of Russian and American soldiers have destroyed the Arab and Irano-
Afghan worlds in just 40 years, guaranteeing their doom.

James Michener’s novel Caravans gives what I presume is a reasonably

accurate portrayal of Afghanistan from the 1960s. It was doomed back

then. The Arab and Irano-Afghan worlds were doomed as far back as Al-

Ghazali. Whether he was the cause of it or an effect or a catalyst, I don’t

know.

• Replies: @Anon, @mulga mumblebrain

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

149. Che Guava says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:28 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Levtraro

Only a moron would ever go to luxury shops, your pretense of occult

knowledge of ‘1985’. is pure BS, I have a hypothesis as to what you may

mean, but won’t post it, because you are clearly a pompous fool, to give

you a prompt would be foolish, better to let your mindless hint hang in

the wind.

• Replies: @Levtraro

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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150. Jake Dee says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:48 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Alrenous

As usual with Unz articles and especially Anglin’s contributions there is a

lot of dross but an occasional nugget worth replying to.

 
The idea that Chinese official statistics are not just unfortunately

inaccurate but actively fraudulent is a claim that comes up often in

discussions about China. However I have yet to see someone who actually

makes that claim also carefully think it through and deal with its

implications.

 
Potemkin villages, along with various other forms of frauds and illusions

can work, but only for a short time and only to fool certain people when

seen from a certain angle. Watch the illusion long enough or switch your

line of sight and it all disappears.

 
The number of people affects everything in society, any plan need

accurate statistics, or at least as accurate as you can get. @Alrenous sees

this point and thinks there must be two parallel sets of books, one

accurate but secret, held only by the government and another fraudulent

and public, open to everyone (including presumably also the Americans,

the CIA, MI6 etc.).

 
How far down the chain of command does the access to the secret books

go ? Xi jin Ping obviously has access, how about regional governors ? City

mayors ? District controllers ? Neighborhood committees ? Block

captains ? Are the members of a local housing estate residents committee

allowed access to the true but secret information about their own

community, or are they stuck with relying on the false information in the

public books ?

 
What’s true for that residents committee would also be true for any other

sector of society, education, transportation, health, commerce, power

generation, waste disposal, law enforcement and defense.

 
And all this time the true books have never been discovered !

 
The idea that a society as massive and as complex as China is running on

secret books and Potemkin statistics is ridiculous.

 
The interesting thing about reality that distinguishes it from illusion or

fantasy is that it all fits together and it all runs neatly down from the very

big through to the very small. Potemkin statistic don’t, it’s a fantasy.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Jake+Dee
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@Alrenous and @Erik Sieven almost confess this to themselves when

they write ” I like to think that…” and “it’s an open secret…”

 
You have been hypnotized.

• Agree: mulga mumblebrain

• Replies: @Alrenous, @Anon
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151. John Pepple says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 3:57 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

You’re on the wrong website and wrong OP’s thread if you’re complaining about that. Don’t you
know that Omar Mateen is the OP’s hero and many commenters here would choose the handle “my
name is Omar Mateen” if it hafn’t already been taken up?

I’m not complaining about it. I’m just pointing it out. A masculine society

wouldn’t have allowed that.

By the way, what does OP stand for?

The problem is that these immigrants are now citizens and have all the rights of other citizens and
cannot be discriminated against in any way. I hear some countries want to strip immigrant
criminals of their citizenship and deport them but I don’t see how that can work as that would
surely be unconstitutional.

We Americans seem quite happy to exile German immigrants who turned

out to have been guilty of Nazi crimes, so I assume it could be done. I

don’t know about Britain or any other European country, though;

however, I think some of them do exile imams who are too extremist.

Ideally, what should have happened after the fatwa is that massive

demonstrations of support for Rushdie should have occurred throughout

all cities of the Western world. With such support, the authorities could

have acted so as to tamp down any inclinations that anyone had for

religious violence, whether against Rushdie or anyone else. Their welfare

could be cut, for any who were on welfare, and no doubt other things

could have been done to encourage such people to leave the West.

Instead, nothing was done, and not much was even said except some

vague and nearly invisible handwringing. For example, it wasn’t till after

she died that I learned that Susan Sontag – the woman who said that

whites were a cancer in human history – had supported Rushdie. Thanks

for nothing, Susan. You could have shouted that out loud.

I think short of a civil war there is nothing to be done and the longer that is postponed the more
likely it will be that the whites will be fighting to establish some smaller enclaves for themselves in
their former countries. But do you see even that happening?

Do I see it happening? Not really. What I sort of expect is that our elites

will wake up to Islamification when Muslims have in effect taken over

countries like Belgium and Holland. This will inspire lots of terrorists

elsewhere in Western Europe who want to take over their countries. At

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Pepple
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that point, we in America and Canada might be deluged by whites from

Europe fleeing and demanding that we “do something.” First, the problem

is that lots of people, especially here at Unz Review, think we saved

Europe twice already and that Europeans were not a bit grateful, so they

will not be inclined to do it again. As for those further to the left, they’ve

been brainwashed into thinking that they mustn’t go against Muslims

because that would be Islamophobic. So, we won’t be doing anything.

Second, we ourselves will be dealing with terrorism, since I’m sure plenty

of terrorists have been coming in through our leaky southern border.

Thanks, Biden. Maybe we will prevent Islamification here, and maybe

not. I’m guessing not, since our elites are too thick-headed on this subject

to change their minds quickly.

But I agree that the longer that action is postponed, the harder things will

be.

• Replies: @putinandhisfansaremorons

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

152. James N. Kennett says:Next New Comment

@Rahan

Strangely, when the one-child policy was abandoned, Chinese fertility

crashed. Yet the policy was “one-child-maximum”, not “precisely-one-

child”. The difficulty with any kind of incentives for larger families is that

people’s responses are perverse and unpredictable.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

153. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

OP – original poster

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

154. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

@Anonymous

Afghan women must be good looking, if you have a chance to peek at

them.
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155. Anon[231] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@John Pepple

Protecting is feminine. Real men watch the world burn (just like male

animals in the wild do).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

156. Anon[231] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Truth

Japanese women are cooking up ways to have negative children and they

do it out of sheer spite and an innate desire to destroy their civilization

and people, who they furiously hate.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

157. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

@Che Guava

So you still don’t know what happened to Japan in 1985. Another hint:

what’s the Spanish for square?

• Replies: @Che Guava

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

158. Simple Pseudonuymic Handle says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 6:42 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dutch Boy

One part of the Kalergi plan which Merkel won an award for helping

fulfill, is to engineer and Afro-Asian serf class for the elite, who are easier

for them to manage. Lower IQ, robotic order following. China and Africa

have by far the highest birth rates now. It seem that the elite want to get

rid of the most intelligent groups so their position can best be secured.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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159. Simple Pseudonuymic Handle says:Next New Comment

@HeebHunter

…destroyed by the golum of their own creation? It has happened before,

but the tech they have gives them confidence that it will not happen this

time. Geofencing, mass starvation, gps tracking, total surveillance….

• Replies: @HeebHunter

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

160. HeebHunter says:Next New Comment

@Simple Pseudonuymic Handle

All very useful tools for a goyim population that has nothing left to give

but niggers, drug addicts, and welfare leeches. And the sexual perverts,

yes.

These are supposed to help them enforce the NWO and go to war with

Russia and China for them.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 
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161. Anon[466] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

Guys,I can’t get DS on my internet. Is it down,moved or what? Must’ve

been some big crackdown!

• Replies: @Toza

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

162. putinandhisfansaremorons says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 10:16 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
lol@someone has to pay for old people. How about no? Let those who

have kids fully enjoy the benefits of having them insofar as they bothered

to raise them right. Disability should be the only cause for retirement too.

Young people who work don’t owe you a decades long vacation to end

your life with. Let them spend their money on the next generation instead

of keeping geriatric boomers alive.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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163. putinandhisfansaremorons says:Next New Comment

@John Pepple

I don’t get people like you who think Belgium or the Netherlands will

embrace the kebab soon even if Muslims are to become a majority.

Democracy is just one system of government and even in it how many

bodies you have is only one of the things that matter.

• Replies: @John Pepple

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

164. Hulkamania says:Next New Comment

January 25, 2023 at 10:32 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ghan-buri-Ghan

Anglin is ok on the female question, but he still falls short of possessing

full understanding and presenting solutions. As a liberal-conservative,

Anglin is opposed to revoking female rights, so his solution is something

like “the culture needs to change,” which is the standard non-solution

liberal-conservatives have for everything. “Culture” is a function of law,

and it is impossible to have non-feminist culture under feminist law.

• Replies: @anonymous

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

165. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

@Simple Pseudonuymic Handle

What a moron. China has a high birth-rate, does it? Imbecile! The

Chinese are low IQ? Cretin! Where do these deranged knuckle-heads

come from?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

166. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

@John Pepple

Russians defended Afghanistan against Wahhabist vermin working for

the CIA, unsuccessfully, and defended Syria, successfully so far, against

the salafist vermin, once again working for the Great Satan. And Iran is

standing firm, and drawing closer to Russia and China. Your assertion is

bunkum.

• Replies: @nokangaroos
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167. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

@dogbumbreath

How dumb do you have to be to think that the human population can go

on growing, apparently forever?How stupid, how pig ignorant, how

brainwashed, how silly? PS The Club of Rome’s ‘Limits to Growth’

scenario is playing out, particularly in regard to pollution, more or less as

predicted.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

168. anonymous[355] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Hulkamania

Anglin is opposed to revoking female rights

Obviously you have a dyslexia or have never read Daily Stormer, I can say

that much. Or maybe both.

• Replies: @Hulkamania

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

169. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:52 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Jake Dee

As usual with Unz articles and especially Anglin’s contributions there is a lot of dross but an
occasional nugget worth replying to.

Sadly the above is not one of the nuggets.

Potemkin villages, along with various other forms of frauds and illusions can work, but only for a
short time and only to fool certain people when seen from a certain angle.

Yes, that’s why it’s an open secret. The public numbers are so obviously

fradulent that I think e.g. Han don’t object to them because they can see

they’re not supposed to be believable in the first place. Basically a polite

way of saying, “I’m not going to tell you.” Nobody but a small child or the

CIA could possibly take them seriously.

• Replies: @Jake Dee
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170. Jake Dee says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:52 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Alrenous

So you have no actual facts or logical arguments to show that the official

Chinese statistics are fraudulent, it’s just something you believe and you

have chosen to double down on that belief as if that somehow obviates the

need for facts and logic.

Here are some more tangible examples that might make your errors

clearer.

 
McDonalds, Burger King, Pizza Hut and KFC all operate in China. They

are all sophisticated international brands that report upwards to

international directors. In every country they employ detailed statistical

models to track things such as numbers and locations of restaurants, sales

volume, profit/loss etc. If their statistics of the population of China (their

customers and potential customers) is radically different from the official

government statistics then why has this never been discovered ?

 
Or has Xi jinping employed his Chi-com magic to get them all to flush

their money down the toilet by attempting to sell burgers, pizza and fried

chicken to ghosts ?

 
If you think the very detailed numbers that are presented are wrong then

you should have an equally detailed explanation as to why and another

detailed explanation of what the correct numbers actually are.

 
You don’t.

 
This is because reality can be explained mathematically but fantasies

can’t. You are living in a fantasy world.

• Replies: @Alrenous, @Anon
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171. nokangaroos says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:24 am GMT • 22.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

Technically the Taliban are Deobandi, a regional Salafi school with

anticolonial

 
overtones, and not happy with the Wahhabi (more exactly Usuliyyah

 
= fundamentalists) the Murkans dumped on them

 
(“al-Salaf” roughly “the Old and Good”= only the teachings of the Rasûl –

 
alayhis salaam – (= Hadith) and the Rashidun (= the “right-guided” i.e.

 
uncontested first four caliphs); the al-Ghazali Pepi means is probably the

 
9th century author of Refutation of Philosophy and not the issuer of the

1993

 
fatwa “there can be no punishment of a Muslim for killing an apostate” –

 
there has been a definite movement of Islamic Modernism along German

lines

 
but the Ulema have succeeded in blaming Arab vanquishment by Israel

 
on Westism getting you soft in the scrotum – and who can blame them?)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide Thread 

 

172. Che Guava says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:27 pm GMT • 21.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Levtraro

I think I know what you mean, some economic manipulation that was

barely publicised at the time (and in an area that I was too young to have

any interest in, official economic ‘deals’).

To me, the many U.S. trade wars on tech. before and after then were more

important, but I must read more on it,

So my apology for earlier comments, and thanks for a reminder of

something that I need to learn more about.

• Replies: @Levtraro
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173. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

@Jake Dee

Bad liar; lacks skill. Apparent ignorance is astounding-level. 2/10.

• Replies: @Jake Dee
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174. Sebastian Hawks says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 1:55 pm GMT • 20.0 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
Maybe Japan is just further along the modernist treadmill than China and

Singapore? Isn’t the whole Soddom and Gommorah story about the social

rot of urbanization? If homos are about 2% of the population and

traditional pastoral or hunter gatherer bands humans evolved in were 80-

100 people then odds are that each group had only one single queer male

so none of this grinder-blue oyster bar type lifestyle could go on. Only

when they got together in big cities were there enough of them to live it up

in perpetual adolescence…and have a bad influence on their female

friends encouraging them to live the same way. And besides the

destruction of those two cities in Genesis was about far more than gays,

the homosexuality in that tale sounds more like prison rape or the bacha

bachi of straight sexually frustrated men basically masturbating into low

status boys rectums in a society where rich men sequestered all the

women. The people themselves were wicked and evil in the city, urban life

was said to rot the soul already 3000 years ago or so when these tales

originated. And Lot himself was in the predicament that most are today,

he knew the modern urban life was wrong and against the morals he was

raised in, but there was just too much money to be made living the good

life in Soddom for him to leave. The exact same type of person that this

Sikh guy I worked with 25 years ago was, he railed on endlessly about the

sexual morals of the youth in America, the “living together,” bastards,

teens running wild, yet if it was so bad what was this guy doing living

here? Why didn’t he pick up and take his family back to Punjab? Just like

lot he chose to stay on in Soddom for the money.

As far as Chinese taking over all of Asia I sure hope not because no

language is more foul sounding than that Chinese language. I’d rather

listen to Tagalog all day than spend five minutes listening to the sound of

birds screaming bloody murder as Chinese sounds just like. They are also

cheapskates that cheat each other and don’t trust anyone outside the

family. No Chinese company can ever build a quality type car you can

trust like the Japanese automakers do.

• LOL: Kim Jong Il
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175. Anon[209] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Jake Dee

There r widespread media reports and statistical analyses (some of which

are made by Unz writers) to demonstrate that China’s fertility data is

inaccurate.

https://evoandproud.blogspot.com/2019/03/autumn-in-china.html?

m=1

China’s fudging the numbers.

• Replies: @Jake Dee
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176. Twodees Partain says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 3:03 pm GMT • 18.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brian Damage

I agree. The anonyhole you’re replying to seems to think that currency is

money. Chinese families that I know save gold. There is a tradecraft in

Chinese communities devoted to refining gold to 24k and crafting cast

and/or die-struck adjustable rings and open link chains of 24k for

transporting gold during travel or emigration.

• Replies: @Anon
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177. Malla says:Next New Comment

@Supply and Demand

Pakistani women marrying Chinese guys is a thing.

 
Mostly rural Chinese guys who find it hard to get women in China.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/U9ngS-1d8UI

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/HbwSDFvx67s
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/jipx9p821vg

• Replies: @Commentator Mike, @Dream
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178. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:57 pm GMT • 17.0 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Che Guava

You are a class act, Che Guava, my respects and apology accepted gladly.

Yes, the Plaza Accords of 1985 doomed the Japanese economy up to the

present time, it stopped their ascent in its tracks, and the

funniest/saddest part is that them Japanese negotiators and their press

emphasized how proud they were to join the big guys in deciding over the

destruction of the foundations of the Japanese economy.

Their prime minister at the time, Mr. Takeshita, a sake brewer, was the

stupidest Japanese ever to have been born and climb up the state

hierarchy.

After the Plaza Accords came the Louvre Accords, another gross

manipulation of currency markets that the USA imposed on its

attachments, which makes me hypothesize, as I’ve done here on TUR,

that as soon as the US$ starts falling to the value corresponding to

America’s export capacity, whithin the next few years due to

dedollarization, it will be floated for some time through the sacrifice of

the EU, JP, UK, AU, NZ, SK and TW economies/currencies, perhaps NZ

will be spared, they are so small.

• Agree: nokangaroos
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179. Hulkamania says:Next New Comment

@anonymous

I have read it. His articles about locking women in cages or whatever are

jokes. When he has spoken seriously on the issue, he has said that he does

not want to take female rights away.
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180. Anon[348] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:16 pm GMT • 15.6 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@TG

Thank you. It is clear that back of “moar population” are the interests of

slave-drivers. Their propaganda has reached fever-pitch and many

“rightists” have fallen for it.

Ceasing aid to Africa would be far more beneficial to the world than

artificially goading Whites and Japanese to balloon their populations into

the billions.

This is common sense, but we can’t have it, because of Jewsus followers.

Withdrawing aid? Horrors, that would be un-(((Christian)))! We

followers of Jewsus are pro-life, meaning: pro-Black Planet.

You can’t shake them out of their jew cult. At any mention of withdrawing

aid to Africa (or heaven forbid, implementing a sterilization program), the

Christians have been trained by their jew masters to shriek “Mengele!”

We are being propelled at supersonic speed not only for Planet Trayvon

but also for the Malthusian limit by greedy slave-drivers and Christian

wackos, i.e. by jews.

The natural tendency of free populations is to right-size, but nature and

freedom are what jews were put on this earth to combat.
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181. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:33 pm GMT • 15.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Malla

Man those Chinks are getting some choice Paki wives, lighter skinned,

well mannered, charming, traditional, family oriented good lookers. Far

better than Americans with their tatted up, vulgar, obscene, fat sluts. No

comparison. LOL. A simple farmer in China has far better marriage

prospects than any American. Probably some Americans think they’ve

done well when they land an East European gold digger who takes them

to the cleaners in the divorce as soon as her papers are sorted out.
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182. Anon[947] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Commentator Mike

Nah man, those Pakis look like men.

American men win because they get the Asian girls.
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183. Anon[134] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Rich

An entertaining outburst of manlet rage. I love it!

• Replies: @Rich
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184. Anon[240] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:51 pm GMT • 15.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Twodees Partain

There is no evidence for this. Brian Damage was referring to the well

known tendency of Asians (such as Japanese people) saving cash

including Yen and USD.

Most gold in China at the “community” level is fake.

 
Even a substantial portion at the “professional” level is fake.

https://decrypt.co/34033/chinese-firm-dumps-83-tonnes-of-fake-gold-

on-the-market

Adriana Hamacher
 By Adriana Hamacher

In brief
 China’s Wuhan Kingold Jewelry used at least 83 tonnes of counterfeit gold as collateral for loans.

 The gold was used to secure loans worth in excess of $2 billion.
 The discovery raises questions about the practicality of gold as an asset.

 An investigation has uncovered one of the biggest gold counterfeiting scandals in recent history.

The probe, carried out by Chinese news outlet Caixin found that Wuhan Kingold Jewelry, the
largest privately-owned gold processor in central China’s Hubei province, used at least 83 tonnes
of counterfeit gold as collateral for loans amounting to 20 billion yuan ($2.8 billion) from over a
dozen Chinese financial institutions.

According to the report, the faked collateral is equivalent to 22% of China’s annual gold
production and 4.2% of the state gold reserve as of 2019. In short, more than four percent of
China’s official gold reserves may be fake.

If you ain’t investing in stocks, you ain’t investing in shiet.

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
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185. Anon[134] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Jake Dee

Mother and Father are always competent.

Your trust in authority is touching.

• Replies: @Jake Dee
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186. anon[160] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:31 pm GMT • 14.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Japanese are actually incredibly degenerate in their culture.

Pornography, prostitution and extra marital affairs are widely accepted.

Korea is heading in the same direction. Kpop stars look more like girls

than boys. Taiwan and Singapore are headed in the same direction with

their pride parades. All are far too eager to seek (((Western))) approval

and acceptance. The Chinese government at least has the backbones to

ban all this low culture, “girly men” and LGBTQ degeneracy promoted by

Jews in the West. The world needs for China to show us the way forward.

The West is spiraling into a cultural blackhole and lost all its moral

authority.

• Replies: @Man Of East
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187. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

@Anon

Maybe they bought it from US Fort Knox which has been selling fake

gold.

http://www.viewzone.com/fakegold.html
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188. Dream says:Next New Comment

@Malla

Number of Pakistani wives in China is minuscule, I am sure there are

more White American wives there.
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189. Toza says:Next New Comment

@Anon

It’s down. Unz will be the first one to find out about the new one, if the

last one can’t be revived. You’ll know it when the next Anglin aeticle

appears here. It happens every once in a while, and it usually lasts for

several days, until he gets a new domain.
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190. Anon[750] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

@Commentator Mike

I doubt that they are simple farmers. The guy in the second video is highly

educated and speaks fluent Urdu. China has a quite large Muslim

population. These men are probably Hui Muslims.
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191. Man Of East says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 9:10 pm GMT • 12.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anon

The Japanese are actually incredibly degenerate in their culture. Pornography, prostitution and
extra marital affairs are widely accepted.

I think it’s always been like that. What has degenerated is their will to live

(and liberate themselves from American hegemony).

Korea is heading in the same direction. Kpop stars look more like girls than boys.

Maybe… but where would they be without KPop? Smoking crack to

American rubbish? What would you rather have your kids listen to? I

think a lot of parents should be thankful for KPop. It’s one of the few

wholesome music genres available that get young people interested.
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192. anon[210] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:16 pm GMT • 10.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Interesting that the Andrew Joyce article published today is on Jewish

vulgarity. Andrew Anglin is Exhibit A of this Jewish low culture rubbing

off on Anglo culture. Jews have turned us all into vulgarians. Anglin

needs to clean up his mouth and stop sounding like Jews with so much

vulgarity and hysterical language. Exercise some self-control and use

good manners like a good old fashion WASP, it’ll make him a lot more

convincing.
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193. Rahan says:Next New Comment

@Alrenous

Interesting overview, thanks!

Shades of Amerika.org and Jim’s Blog crosspollinating in some places

too.

• Replies: @Alrenous
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194. John Pepple says:Next New Comment

@putinandhisfansaremorons

In recent months, there was a video on YouTube of some Muslims in

Denmark taunting some Danes by saying that they were going to outbreed

them and that they would then take over. What can one say in response?

That our elites will never let that happen? Yeah, right.
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195. JohnnyWalker123 says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:13 am GMT • 9.7 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

Women in that part of the world can be just as rude, shrewish, and gold

digging as any American. Lots of women are thin because they’re

impoverished (those women typically are ugly), but the middle/upper

class (which actually produces semi-decent looking women) is just as

obese as what you find here. As for beauty, that’s mostly just wedding

makeup. I’d assume that with their relative affluence, the Chinese men

got arranged with the best-looking local girls.

I’ll give you that women there actually value family & religion (unlike

American women), but are undesirable in most other ways.

I’ve dealt enough with Muslim women in America to say that they’re not a

desirable option. Not in looks or personality. It’s mostly their strong

family & religious commitment that makes them different. Other than

that, not so different.

American men, by the way, don’t value family or religion either.

Lots of American men live in a fantasy world, in which the third world is

full of charming, caring, loyal, and beautiful women. Reality is very

different on the ground over there.

Look up “Linda Sarsour.”

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/mIYj_CmeRYk

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JohnnyWalker123
https://youtu.be/mIYj_CmeRYk
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• Agree: Dream
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196. Anonymous[954] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:30 am GMT • 9.4 hours ago • 800 Words   ↑
@spacewanderer

That is an impressive summary.

Let’s try a little role playing here.

Women differ from men cross-culturally in the OCEAN [1] system of

personality classification. Women differ from men most in “Neuroticism”.

To get this point, you must remember that psychiatry is much like general

practice medicine before antibiotics — killed more people than it saved,

and generally confused “diseases” with “symptoms”, so that “croup” in

babies was considered a disease then, and is now considered a symptom

(“respiratory distress”) common to a number of diseases, each of which

diseases requires its own treatment. Here’s the mnemonic:

I don’t claim to understand human psychology, but also don’t claim to. I

can detect some differences between psychology’s claims and observed

reality, however. Here’s one such difference.

OK, so what does “Neuroticism” really mean? The name translates as

“Effects of sick nerves”, but there is nothing wrong with women’s nerves.

The English language meaning of “Neuroticsm” appears to be “fear”,

something not mentioned in [1]. Women fear more than do men. Here’s a

presentation on the subject, a presentation intended for women and

perhaps overproduced, but please give it a chance:

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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Note that Feminism teaches the following lessons:

1) Men always lie.

 
2) Men hate women.

 
3) Men are planning to enslave women.

(NB: substitute “goyim” for “men” and “Jews” for “women”, and

“holocaust” for “enslave”, and you get the conditioning given to Jewish

boys.)

So, take this and add in the Japanese government emphasis on “career”

for women, and for that matter “precure” (“Pretty Cure”), and you get

women with a perceived word in which women are still afraid, will always

be condemned to abandon any babies they have (when the newly

delivered mother returns to her job) to the care of hostile strangers

(daycare & school), and in which there are no protectors for a fearful

woman.

These are classic environmental drivers for refusal to breed by female

mammals, who regard absent offspring as dead offspring and who won’t

deliver a litter when it has no chance of staying alive in a protected

environment. Refusal of female rats to breed and actual inability to bring

litters to term when litter survival approached zero was a major cause of

population collapse in the Rat Utopia [2]. No surprise that it does the

same thing for humans.

Women’s longing for safety (a requirement for child bearing and rearing)

accounts for several of the more paradoxical behaviors of feminist

women. Of necessity, feminist women are “frustrated”; they want safety

and reject the only source of safety they will have: membership in a mated

pair that is part of a society that protects mated pairs.

 
Offers of “protection” from what women have been told (in list items 1-3,

above) are the source of all danger yield half insane rejections. This is

reinforced by male human mating strategies: young men cannot support

or protect a mated pair, but want to mate anyhow. They seem to confirm

the 3 item list, above. Further, interactions with some adult men also tend

to confirm the 3 item list, above.

And, yes, you can extend the above beyond “mating pairs” to polygamy

and polyandry, but in all cases women use the hominid strategy of male

provision and protection to provide the environment needed to raise a

family.
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So, why feminism, either in the US or Asia?

The current function of feminism is political: the production of fanatical

political agents that are motivated by the pain of not being able to get

something that their basic biology needs. Other such political agents

would be the members of hunger marches (Arab Spring), men without

wives or the prospect of families (e.g. Antifa and BLM), members of

religious cults who think the world should be their slaves (Weather

Underground), etc.

Mouse Utopia is an analog to present day human society. Towards the

end of a Mouse Utopia run, a mixed-sex sample of mice were moved to a

completely untenanted Mouse Utopia. The sample were not able to

survived, or to act like ordinary laboratory rats. Apparently, rats have to

“learn to be rats” while young; if they learn something else, they become

and stay something else. The “inner city” inhab

itants produced quite deliberately by a welfare system that penalizes

mating pairs and enforces grinding poverty will never be able to exist

outside of the inner city, and it’s worth noting that the inner city is

undergoing a population collapse hidden by immigration.

Perhaps that is why social organizations that keep their distance from

modernity (Amish, Mennonites) continue to do very well, and those that

try to make women into office workers (or heavy infantry) can’t reproduce

themselves.

**********************************************************************

1] https://positivepsychology.com/big-five-personality-theory/

 
2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_sink

• Replies: @Alrenous
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197. Dream says:Next New Comment

@Commentator Mike

Misogynists of every ethnic group claim their women are absolutely the

worst, so meh.
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198. Dream says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 2:20 am GMT • 7.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

Well, there are quite a few Muslim women who are dissatisfied with

Muslim men, so I guess some will go for old white men…..

Muslim man logic is so transparently hateful like women can cause earthquakes wearing jeans but
men can be involved in sex trafficking and still not be judged like you guys really do hate us don't
you

— baby-goatsong (@amnawintour) January 7, 2023

converting to Islam has become an ultimate protection net for men who raped, trafficked and
publicly incited violence against women, Muslim men like khalid beydoun will vouch for rapist
men and act as performative Muslim women allies, majority of this community are bigots
https://t.co/ePupHsuz7w

— qinzaa زن زندگی آزادی (@auratsoch) January 17, 2023

Muslim men are the worse, how do y’all cry for these men, they are our abusers and what they do
to women is unforgivable, you can’t whitewash religious oppression subjected to women in the
name of Islam, these men consistently hurt us https://t.co/ayes8uuprn

— qinzaa زن زندگی آزادی (@auratsoch) January 19, 2023

• Replies: @Alrenous
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199. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 3:06 am GMT • 6.8 hours ago • 800 Words   ↑
@Rahan

You’re welcome.

I’m not sure why they care about voting. Even if Democracy were real

enough that gullible peasants weren’t too gullible to vote responsibly, the

obvious thing is for elected officials to give away all their power to the

unelected bureaucracy, then have their friends in the bureaucracy hire

them when they lose an election. All power is given away to the “deep

state” within like 20 years max.

 
They could have just ignored Trump for 8 years. Ultimately nothing

would have happened because POTUS doesn’t have any power – can’t

even get a fence built in his back yard. Obviously they do care a great deal

but I’m not sure why. Maybe loyalty, but you can’t fake loyalty by

defrauding the measure…

Immigration is mainly about triggering federal subsidies. When a town

builds a new subdivision they get all the cash needed to build it from DC.

Only they can’t afford maintenance with the taxes, so they need to Ponzi

up and build a new subdivision, but skim the subsidy to pay maintenance

on the old subdivisions. Needs to happen way faster than natives can

breed, or even natives+old immigrants. It does votes too of course, but as

we can see they’ll just defraud the vote if necessary, and it isn’t

necessary…

They don’t like marriage because single moms vote left. They don’t need

the votes but they do need the loyalty.

 
They wanted to defund the police because teacher’s unions donate 97%

blue whereas police unions are like 60% red. Can’t have that, now can we?

(Being physically fit makes you dislike leftism. Training with weapons

too.) Of course, if they actually defunded the police then they would have

nobody to stop white men with guns from defending themselves from

criminals, so somebody smart and evil whapped them upside the head

and told them to get a grip. Orders are issued, but they take a lot of time

because responsibility has to be laundered. They have to get to the

relevant people but it has to be impossible to trace them back to their

source. Goes through seven proxies and the proxies are made of people.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Alrenous
https://alrenous.blogspot.com/
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America is car-addicted because GM gotta get paid. They bribed the

proper (unelected) people, then were given corporate welfare to buy up all

the trams and trains and sell them to scrapyards. Then the government

built a massive road network for them and taxes some random

demographic (instead of GM) to pay for it. There’s regulations about how

much parking every business needs, which a) justifies more taxes and

thus more sinecures and stuff and b) puts everything at least twice as far

from each other as it has to be, so you have to own a car to reach anything

before it closes. Then GM gets paid, and GM can turn around and

continue delivering kickbacks. A wildly inefficient Rube Goldberg

machine to legally transmute tax dollars into personal wealth.

 
Likewise the vaccine is mainly about how Pfizer gotta get paid. The FDA is

not exactly immune to bribes. On the contrary…

A strong driver of women in the workforce is that you can’t tax stay-at-

home moms, whereas you can tax their daycares and babysitters. There’s

no breast milk lobby giving cushy gifts to senators, whereas Gerber most

certainly has lobbyists.

Flouride is in the water supply largely because it lets the government give

flouride-waste companies money, thus generating taxes and kickbacks,

rather than the flouride having to be disposed of at the company’s

expense.

Another major driver is Moldbug’s Impact. The political formula is

“consent of the governed.” As such if you’re really chad you can

deliberately contravene the political formula, now can’t you? Provoke as

much dissent as possible, and get it done anyway. Government becomes,

when they’re not infighting over scraps, about sadism maxxing. Gay

marriage was driven precisely by the fact it was, before being rammed

through legislatures, wildly unpopular.

Best to pick unpopular manifestations of Egalitarianism, though. Can’t go

around debunking your religious foundation. This is what trannies are

about – everyone is identical, as in, men are women and women are men.

 
In America, everyone is a woman specifically. Including children, when

they get around to it. You don’t want to rush the sadism. As long as the

previous initiative is still causing pain, it’s time to savour it.
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I don’t know why the power and water are basically fine. Lights generally

stay on. Nothing else works, how did they get those to work? Big WTF

moment.
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200. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

@Dream

Those are all hornyposting. Women love being oppressed and they’re

drooling for the Muslims who “hate” them so much. At least, certainly

every woman deranged enough (daddy issues or whatever) to have a

social medium account. Don’t watch what they say – watch who they

choose to date.
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201. Rich says:Next New Comment

@Anon

Rage? You sound like a girl who thinks any arguing is “rage”. Pretty

funny. Have you really lived such a soft life that my few lines appear

“angry” to you? Have you really never seen anger? Never thrown a punch

in anger? Funny, and sad.
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202. Jake Dee says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 3:24 am GMT • 6.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alrenous

Liar ? Ignorant ? Well that is easily solved. Just do some basic research

into international fast food brands in China. If you do you will see that

everything I have mentioned is perfectly true. If you don’t then you have

admitted to yourself that the actual facts of the matter are unimportant to

you and you chose to live in a dream world.

• Replies: @Alrenous
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203. Jake Dee says:Next New Comment

@Anon

I trust the math, the only true bit of magic we’ve got.

 
Thales and Pythagoras are my ride or die BFFs

• Replies: @Alrenous
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204. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 3:37 am GMT • 6.3 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

It is still the case that medicine kills more than it saves. Americans who

lose American hospital access gain life expectancy about on par with

quitting a pack-a-day cigarette habit.

There are certain sub-fields which can help you, but if you don’t know in

advance that it’s a net win, it’s fine to simply avoid all doctors.

The term “doctor” isn’t a job description. It’s a personality type. The

personality is: fucking quack. Plague doctors were crazy because they

were doctors, and doctors are still doctors. I support them wearing the

plague beak as a mnemonic. “This is a whacko, be careful.” There’s a few

lost and confused regular folk, but unless you’re very lucky you’re dealing

with someone who puts their brain in backwards every day.

I realized this when I read about a surgeon waxing lyrical about holding

someone’s liver in his hand during surgery. Dude, “pervert” doesn’t even

begin to cut it. They want to fondle your internal organs. “Put it back and

go Canadian Healthcare yourself.”

E.g. if you’re prescribed antibiotics, rather than filling the prescription,

you should go look up the antibiotic. If you’ll recover on your own, don’t

take it; it’s not worth the damage to your gut biome. Sure if you’re dying

then guzzle that shit, but… If the antibiotic has high resistance, don’t take

it; it will make it worse, not better.

Trauma surgery is good. They learned how during WWI and WWII. If you

have a broken bone or are bleeding out, a hospital is just the thing. If they

can get to you in time.
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205. Jake Dee says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 4:16 am GMT • 5.6 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Anon

Nowhere in that post is there any suggestion that the Chinese are

deliberately creating and publishing false statistics. You yourself are

“fudging” it if you immediately slide from “inaccurate” to “fraudulent”.

 
It seems certain that some people did not officially register their child if

that would have violated the former one child policy, but remember that

would have meant that the real population was higher than official

statistics, not lower. So the Chinese National Bureau of statistic

attempted to correct for this inaccuracy. The writer uses the NBS data, if

they thought there was fraud they would have mentioned it.

 
We are still left with the problem of why anyone would intentionally

create fraudulent data that they themselves rely on. Who would

intentionally create false data about the strength of the steel being used in

the construction of a bridge that they themselves will drive over ? Or the

quality of cement for a house that they and their family will live in ?

 
You are asking me to believe that intelligent people would deliberately

and knowingly work against their own best interests.
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206. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

@Jake Dee

1/10. Rotten bait, stolen valour. Pythagoras ran a secret society.

Ancient sources record that early-Pythagoreans underwent a five-year initiation period of listening
to the teachings (akousmata) in silence.

Pythagoras wants you to start your initiation.
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207. Alrenous says: • Website

@Jake Dee

2/10
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